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THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHED IN
CATRON COUNTY, N. M.

VOLUME II.

EESEEYE ADVOCATE
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1922

PENDULUM WILL SWING

DATIL

BACK, SAYS BURSUM

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

LUNA

The last of the week Theodore Oat- and some Drag A men started
to the Creek to gather more
Circle and Drag A cattle to ship to
Mexico. The cattle already gathered
and branded are being held on the
plains at present waiting for cars.
lin

NUMBER 30.

LARGE TUBERCULAR SANITARIUM

SPRINGER VILLE, ARIZONA

TO BE BUILT AT DEMING, N. M.

Mr. and Mrs. Zack Farr returned
East Main St. is coming to the
from St Johns, Arizona, Sunday night front. E. K. Thompson and Jimmy-bacalso L. A. Brown returned from Eagar McOunls have built a new Service
Arizona.
Station and repair shop which is
'
neat and attractive looking and as
The school started again Monday both are good mechanics we predict a
morning but with very few students. I successful business.
Looks as though very little will be ac
The Flagstaff Champion Foot Ball
complished In the school here this
Team came over Sunday and will play
year.
on Round Valley High School Mon- Ray Reynolds left Monday, October day morning.
30th for Duncan, Arizona, where he
Miss Lena Hall is the new operator
a (arm ttnd wltn cattle
wlu work
at the local telephone office.
through the wlnter.

"The pendulum will swing back to the Republican
BUILDING TO COST $300,000.00
side in 1924.
This is the prediction of Holm O. Bursum, senator from
A branch of the Catholic church will build a tubercu- New Mexico, who was in El Paso, Wednesday.
Fidel Armijo and Candalerio Chaves
"Everybody will be prosperous and ready to thank the passed with a herd Sunday and they
lar Sanitarium at Deming. It is said that $300,000 will be
Republican party for it by that time." he said. "Times are will hold on the plains until cars are
expended on the project.
not the best now, especially among the stockmen of the south- available.
The sanitarium will accommodate 81 tubercular pawest. But when the Almighty sends us rain everything will Sunday Tom Butterfield and several
be all right. It was a Democratic landslide this year just as Magdalena people were in Datil. The
tients and 15 general patients.
it was a Republican landslide in 1920, and as it will be again Misses Funke were with him.
The old U. S. government base hospital at Camp Cody.
Miss Sophia Bauer left Saturday
in 1924."
road crew
Part of the
Seth Stiles and Jot Stiles went to
for California having resigned her has been taken over and is
are now working in the valley on the
Senator Bursum outlined his new bonus bill No.4020, Magdalena
being made to fit the needs of a
Sunday.
position as teacher In our district
In
and
Frisco
river
filling
crossing,
senate.
is
which now before the
Miss Johnnie
school.
win modern tubercular sanitarium.
Gayden
Skeet Stiles is working for the Drag brllJeln8
teach in her place. Rumor says Miss
Terms of Bonus Bill
The old buildings are of wood but the new ones will be
A's on the present work.
Merle McFate, who has been attend Bauer win Da married upon her ar- men of the country will get behind
"If the
r'val
California.
of concrete brick, hollow tile or adoba.
Frank Andersan and Tom Reynolds ln Mh 8chol at Eaar' Arizona,
me on this bill we can get enough support to pass it with
both' sold a few steers to Mr. Dahl came home to visit a few days. His
The purchase of the old government hospital buildings
vote and when we do I believe president Harding will this last gather and delivered them to uncl8- Ammon Mcate came with Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Thompson
closed
their lodge at Greer and left include 320 acres of land which the government had under
the outfit Sunda.v. mAklntr th rlrlvA him.
sign it," he said.
Tuesday for the east to remain there It
.
t
W
"11 I 'll!
"This bill provides for $20 a month while in service, to the Sanchez windmill south east of Governor Mecnem came in and the
ne nospitai
lease.
winter.
Dunaings were purcnasea Dy me JLJem- This is the bonus that was paid federal employes. It provides Datil.
mornmade a speech here yesterday
mnnn ar inU t tfco Siatora
n,oTVini. nf fWiTYiornn fnr vv,wv
.ovw
.
Mrs. R. S. Kimball who has been
v"""'""
for the refund of allotments made by the soldier to dependents
ma
The W Bar outfit passed Sun. morn mg cvl uio a iui c j.m.tiv jiovY o ui v,.
her
In
Greer
mother
the
CrOBS
visiting
past
well
same
amount.
not
was
the
0f
for
the
very
scattered,
which in some cases amounted to $15 a month. It will also ing and will hold on the plains until coming
Holy
. ,
i
9
month left Tuesday for her hnmo in!
Mtnnn
refund the premium paid on insurance which ran to $7.00 xuesaay nerore making the drive to
Thfi buildintra were beini, wrecked bv the government
i
hwciuai
nnrninltv nr- tiffArt no0 hla nriPAOh.
i
Luvvu
a month.
when, through the asistance of H. 0. Bursum and A. B. Fall,
man will get
lf
"The
the sum due him it has hn lnertitr tn nt ,!, The Republican party gave a dance n.ijn.nj
"" " uu"
a
weeKlew
lnl8
aa'a
on passage of the bill and the other half in three years with season how many cars do not know here last night. The music was fursecretary of the interior, the work was stopped and the deal
interest added at 4 per cent. The total cost will run between that "Lodge" means a hotel. Every nished by Curt Maxwell and his Mrs. C. F. Paetzel left the first of made.
Dora. There was a
of the amount since the Navajo Lodge has been open daughter, Miss
$800,000,000 and $900,000,000, about
The buildings originally cost the government $500,000
many cars have come to the Post large crowd out and everyone had a the week for Hope Indiana to spend
of the defeated bonus bill.
Office asking who owned the private Jolly good time. The Republican tick the winter with relatives.
and it would have cost $23,000 more to wreck them.
Lodge. Seven cars In three days have t was presented by different ones of
Continue to Help Disabled
Frank Brown was over from Que
asked this question, and it will be well the candidates of that party. Great
Every necessary accommodation will be given, with
"This bill will give the needy veteran the most money, to have a sign on the west side of the applause was made at the mention of mado Monday on business.
sun parlor. Electric lights, running hot
and
glassed-ibath
If he had dependents during the war he must have them yet. building to desingate what it is for Miss Deatron Campbell for county H. G.
Epsy, principal of the Round
school
the
bound
east
to
travelers.
as
Superintendent.
others contractea
The government owes this debt the same
"Lodge"
was home a coup and cold water and screened sleeping porch will also be
so many eeems to mean a "gentle- The Democrats are giving a big Valley High Sshool,
le of days this week account of sick
during the war and should pay it.
man's estate" or a private hunting dance tonight
given each patient.
ness.
"When the senate meets again I will make an effort at place. It does not seem
to mean a
There are at present over 100 war vetrans living with
once to get it through.
public building.
EDITORIAL SAYINGS
St.
Duke
from
returned
Mrs.Hugh
"The Republican party still has a majority in the sen
to recover from tubercular
Johns Mnndav and in emend In sr the their families at Deming seeking
On the 16th Mrs. Mary Thomas
ate and will continue to give the country healthy, sound leg. well
Have
read
blurts
week at tne B. t. Duke ranch.
Dropped'
trouble. Most of these men draw more than $150.00 a month
known in our
for the
a Headline mis is bad iuck
islation. We have appropriated $500,000,000 a year for dis past ten or twelve community
years , will take
the collision insurance Maurice Barth of St. Johns was a and many are being greatly benefited by the climate.
abled soldiers and will continue to help them.
the management of the Lodge. Mrs. for
visitor here Tuesday.
"The Harding administration started under the hand! Thomas is very well known and re agents,
The Red Cross in Deming is authority for the state- her
in
friends
spected
by
many,
and
men
many
indeb
of
$27,000,000,000
is
Uncle
7,000,000
to
over
take
unemployed
Sam
cap
Th Demooratg are wearln(f Bmnes ment that at least 400 tubercular patients can be cared for
and around Magdalena,
We feel sure oil the booze now in the Unit- tedness. Now factories are working and there are few un she
since
election over the Democrats
to
do
the
win
credit
Lodge and be
lit- once acommodations can be secured for them.
employed. Cotton has increased in price from 10 to 27 cents a. very tajmuia manager, as sne Knows ed- states, we read. Every
landslide, only four Republicans were
hit
the
te
bootlegger,
helps
to
20
a
cents
to an me ways anu customs 01 me
35
elected in Apache Co. Mrs. Monlco
a pound; wool from 10
pound; corn from
Garcia for Co. School Supt., M. 0.
65 cents a bushel. Fat beef has advanced to 13 cents and people in this district, and she has
NEW MEXICO
HOW LIVING TREES
ft jg sac to leam that the Hawes for
sheriff, Ed. Whiting for
naa experience as a manager before. California
lead to 7 cents.
CHANGES ALSO
DYED
ARE
vineyard
industry
We all welcome her and hope she may
Supervisor and W. B. Eagar for
has been SO hard hit bv Drohi- - Justice
Will Stage "Comeback"
of
Peace.
Mrs. nation that
e.1JOy a very pieaseni winier.
Democrats have cleaned up
everybody is tafc
Experiments carried out by
All federal taxes have been lowered and we will lower launiaa in a resident oi ureens uap ai jng
New Mexico, too. The pubexperts
in
Mr. and Mrs. Don Patterson from st. government
forestry
raising grapes
! 'A
J
i
nave proved me possiDiuiy
oi lic's demand for decreased
Johna were here Tuesday.
them further. The immediate effect of lowering the taxes
lvriUT
Lhatio-inoIf New
gets a state-at will the natura state
was to lower prices on clothing and food to the working man Greens Gap has been well represen- - wide rain, a regular Soaker,
expenditures and lower
Misses. Orma and Freddie Phelps Color of & growing tree by Ml
and reduce" the cost of living. We will carry the country Just ted in Data for many months pMt as the Democrats will naturally and brother Colter
is to be answered by
taxation
of
in
were
solution
it
a
into
Meeting
Phelpe
as strong in the next election for the Republicans as it was several of the well known residents of cTaim credit for it.
holders.
office
Holbrook this week having some den aniline dye. The method by Democratic
that district have had
carried this time for the Democrats."
tal work done.
result is obtained Unfortunate is the party, that
which
this
II
on the road, and Mrs. Lawrence is
Da
tne
Anotner advantage
is not a difficult one. It con. has control
during a time of
.
1A J
teaching here. Miss Aileen and Glenn chelor has is that there is no- ILftua
.on a TTall ma
with a ncfv
t
i .
be
a great comfort Lawrence are both with Mrs. Law- - body to "fix" his tie he gets it pa
It must
for
then is when
depression,
to a starving and freezing Eu rence for the winter.
properly adjusted.
a bone hair pin in her ear which ho art" nf fVio roo trunk npor- taxes weigh most heavily. The
8PUR LAKE
hrnlra riff
FTL.
f il t anmathlntr nr h.i- 11
J
ropean to know that he has Steve Garst and Aileen Lawrence
wr eu"J party is blamed for everything
grouna. .
.
. "V
Some small bovs are intelli-- " " " 7
7
P
America's moral support.
13
tne
nole
then
of
went to Magdalena Saturday return
that happens, including some
rent and some
This kind of weather makes one
'IIm with.T 't off and hit the hair pin causing the tight, and the bore isPluea
filled acts of Providence.
ing on Monday Just after noon.
out
when
question
sumdo
I
did
with
my
think "what
acciaent. Mrs. ie suer, a nurse wasi w;v, a Ava an lirinn nf thA rip.
Thrift is the art of burning Election
So with James A. Hinkle as
good their fathers were as called, To get the broken plece out sired colori xhis is renewed
Last Saturday and
mer's wages."
held a dance in Lmoll
night
they
hnvq
to
cents
30
of
and a democratic
worth
for
were
fine
was
gasoline
was
but
governor
drum
the
coasting
days
very painful
Sunday
daily, as it is absorbed by the
iam uiiLii iiuuuigtii. xi was uiuy a
down the hillsides.
un
New Mexico is
state
find a place where $10 shoes small affair but very enjoyable even
uniticket,
carries
which
it
Our idea of an imDudent
rising sap
if the Republicans were so badly beat- - child is one that knows hnw tn
can be bought for $9.98.
to all parts Of the about to give the Democrats a
formly
n. oer oi we or- - trunKi
en.
wnrk n nroh om ar,A vot oobo
J. F. West and Geo. Townsend came
chance to see what they can
eat
Service
returned
Monday from a
The quantity of dye absorb- - do.
in Friday from Gallup.
aup.stinna to exnnsp hia nrtftP
crats.
Mr. ana Mrs. Delameter and Choppy
p
Flagstaff and the Grand Can- - e(J has been found to Vary
0ij flaA'a ionorancp
But it so happens that the
Eaton went to Magdalena Saturday
yon.
greatly With different Species
Mr. Anderson, from Reserve, was
Miss Deatron Campbell was In Spur
Hunaay
some
returning
morning.
CamDaism
nlatforms
kinds
have
of trees,
takme ud legislature, which makes the
over, also.
Lake one day last week visiting the
been knocked anart and t.hp. P. B. Slaughter left Saturday for thrpp of four nuarts a dav. laws, is Eepublican. It would
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Looney went to
achoof and Mrs. Geo. Hooser.
Miss
illrnupr atftrft oWnv for ntio. Phoenix to loin his family who will whilp nthpra are ront.Pnt. with have been advantageous
if
Mr, Bruce was JuBtice of the peace
1Utt6Uttlc,ltt
o rvi'nf
Isnend the winter there.
anU
iuiiujr.
ioi. olontinn
Campbell is always a welcome visitor at the election.
VlbVWVMI
( U1UU V
Lake
Although
Spur
both executive and legislative
to Spur Lake.
Tn pvprv map. howevpr. the
Is a very quiet little place, perhaps
Irving Frank and Homer Stearns
A happy wife is One that Geo. L. Haynes ranger at Greer spent result i thp some TVip trpp branches could have been of
the people thought the election might made
Marvel
to Frank's homestead has an intimate
Geo. Hooser and Prof.
With several days in town this week onLun fpllpri in sppn to hftvP- the same political faith.
friend
atrip
need a peace officer.
i.
'
i
i
j?
Evans were In Luna Saturday.
o.,i
i wnom sue can ui.scuss
ner inus-- 1 official bns neai.
h
r,;fv.rv,i,r
DIA111GU
Ul
kCvll
Allljr
Dana s lauus
what- - UNITED STATES PLANS
to
accordinc
Mr. Anderson came over to see that
The Hallowe'en party at the school
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Black closed
Mrs. Cleaveland was down for the
solution has MONOPOLY ON LIQUOR
xT
m.
na
t ri siur- iu
ana cue
ilk eyer cojored -dye
nvai mrar xiauiuuu
tt
house was enjoyed by a good sized people who had no conveyance could man juonaay.
ti j tmmi. txjuugo
i
j mr
iuduo
"6
oran (re
nuu"
"'"been imed
irreen
left
TO END ILLICIT SALES
iellOW
week
With
tne
crowd. Every one enjoyed themsel go to the election in his car. Mr. An
and
in front winter the last of the
bad,
full
ves with outdoor games, "bobbing for derson is a
fledged Democrat
a'a
Lawrence Gatlin came out Monday burning up the highway and for Los Angeles, Calif, to spend the
the rive has
Tiforpovpr
winter.
It is planned by the govern
and got a horse and started to try and the fellow behind eating it.
apples" and Just a lot of fun.
into the very tispenetrated
Leslie Laney was down from Luna, find the Circle outfit to
,
ment
to buy all wines and
notify them of
i
J. E. Thele left Wednesday for Sue OI tne W0OQ, It IS quite im-Mr. Matt, from Cooley, Ariz., and Sunday, bringing the ballot box for cars for the 19th.
turned to Morencl for the winter and
other
OUt.
The
to
liquors now in the Unitever
it
get
Riverside. Cal. to ioln his famllv who possible
his nephew passed through here last the election.
all expect to return in the spring.
is
colored
and to dispose of
States
ed
timber
two
permanently
been
there
the
have
months,
past
to
to
week en route
Quemado
Last Saturday the Romero Brothers
trap
or
can
be
povarnished
and
themin
in
now
thrui the public health
El Paso
Claude Cavln is home after an ab made an extra
Douglas Johnston
this winter. They got turned around
trip out with mail
s. b. Boothe was in Hoibrook the lished without
any further service which would be placed
and when Perry Hedrlck found them sence of several months. He has been from Magdalena to Datil. It consist where he will be for some time.
last of the week on buslnss.
treatment.
(hey didn't, know exactly where they working at Colter, Arizona since last ed of parcel post and second class
in 'a new department of wel
C. L. Norman was in Monday.
Mr.
' were.
Trees thus doctored do not
So he took them home with him July.
mail.
D.
T.
Becker
Mercantile
Cole,
the
fare.
C.
near
A.
the
Norman lives
Thomas
where they enjoyed a hot supper with
apparently suffer any ill ef
on the highway between here Co's- dlT Bods salesman, was in Hol- Under the plan no revenue
nor is their outward ap
Mr. and Mrs. T. O. Howell went to
fects,
"Uncle Charlie", and early the next
G. C. Green and John Thomas, son place
brook the last of the week.
and Quemado.
pearance altered unless the would be collected from the liof Mrs. Mary Thomas came over
morning after a good breakfast went Oal'up, Saturday.
treatment is continued too quor traffic, but the legitimate
on their way rejoicing that they did
from Greens Gap and visited all day.
Lloyd Overson, of St. Johns, was
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Thomas have
John Hiser and his mother wer.t
long. The time to stop feed profit arising would continu
not have to stay in the mountains all
This Is the first visit John has made
a
business
the
visitor
week.
during
gone to Portland Oregon for the win
the trees with the solution
to
down
Ranch
the
ing
two
Spur
in
today.
months.
night.
ter Mr. Thomas has been quite ill
the expenses of effec
Wlllard Hamblln and wife of Nu- - is directly upon slight tracts ally pay
with neuritis and believes a lower
tive
in
prohibition.
observed
the
of
Mr.
Mrs.
and Mrs. Charlie Whalen left
were
Sterns and Homer
dye being
The election Is over, although we
trioso, were in town Saturday.
altitude will benefit him.
The department .of justice
the veins of the leaves.
guests of Mrs. Cleaveland
haven't had the returns we are in for Gallup, Monday.
Sunday
evening, having supper there and re
This is a sign that no more woujd have charge of the in
hopes it will be a Democratic victory.
It snowed Monday and was very Miss Flossie Greer of St. Johns, was
Charlie Boswell came In from Col turning to their bungalow in the late cia before the snow came.
here Wednesday.
coloring matter can be absorb- vestigation and prosecution of
Geo. Hooser, Charlie Hedrlck and ter, Arizona last week, but left again evening,
ed. The top end of the hole
Volstead law
for the to be gone all winter.
Claude Cavln were Judge
Tom Reynolds is working on tlvilr
a. w. Maxwell, cattle inspector of in the trunk is then plugged as violators of the
would con
the
and
treasury
election.
Brooks Bryan and Mr. and Mrs. residence fixing up for cold weatlnr. this district is in Cooley this week the bottom Was, and the docQuite a crowd was at the
Mr. and Mrs. Denton Tracy have Drumm are located at Miami, Arizona Building seems to be an endless i 0, inspecting cattle for A. J McKay, who tored tree is left Until it is CUt tinue control of the revenue
election, some socialists, some repubis shipping from there.
for the winter. Harry Bryan has re- - once one starts to fix a place.
licans, but the majority were demo- - moved to the Dan Arlington place.
down.
features of the liquor laws.
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NEW MEXICO
REAL ROMANY

States
United
Help Santa
Flyers in Lead
Gay Little Pin Trees

To Screen the Phone

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

in the Kitchen Use

close of 1021 there was a total of 146
Virtually Every World Air Record air
terminals,' both land tnd w.ter,
of Any Consequence Is Held
within the United States.
estabOne hundred and twenty-fivin This Country.
lished compunles, operating 500 to 600
two and three place machines, made

the

e

"II

rflvyfe...l

INTEREST

IS

2,007.245
130,736
covering
flights,
miles nnd carrying 122,512 pnssengers
in the 12 months, October 1, 1920, to
October 1, 1921. In making their reports these companies were careful to
Itemize forced landings and crashes.
Yet the number
of accidents In
which persons were killed or Injured

REVIVED

AGAIN

One Year's Record Proves That Federal Licensing of Pilots Would
Have Saved Many Lives Last
Year One of Achievement.

riff f

v.;

'

j

;-

Little conveulences that udorn the
house carry measures of good will at
Christmas time. A phone screen covWe can help sturt the new year
ered with plain and figured cretonne,
and providing a pluce for records of right by giving Christmas gifts of little
trees to our women and girl
telephone numbers nnd calls will be pin
friends. Two corks and a florist's pin,
welcome to men and women alike.
sharpened at both ends, nmke the
foundation for the pin tree Illustrated.
Ever Welcome Bags
The large cork of wood Is painted
green and the smaller cork Is glided.
They are Joined by the long pin, and
Into the gilded cork inuny pins, with
colored heads, are thrust, to form a
m
fit jtjft lit
wwK
A band of baby ribbon, tied
tree.
about the larger cork, holds smalJ
safety plus.

Smart Nanette Fans

M
If

Christinas time Is the springtime of
bright cretonnes when they blossom
out Into nil sorts of Ingenious and
The picture shows a
beautiful gifts.
work or shopping bng folded and unfolded. It Is merely u capacious oblong hag of cretonne, with small envelope, hound with braid, sewed to oca
side, and, by means of snap fasteners,
It can he folded and converted Into a
pretty shopping bag.

This Year's Camisoles
1"

1

f--

Z--

-

-

tion.

These brilliant little Nanette fans
began their careers humbly In France,
one of tliem, as a plain, small palm
leaf nnd the other as a plaited fiber
fan. By means of pulnt, satin ribbons,
organdie or millinery flowers they have
graduated Into the smart set and will
accompany guy frocks to joyous parOne of the fans pictured bus a
ties.
shirred binding of ribbon In green. Its
bundle Is bound with ribbon, finished
with a loop and organdie roses In soft
colors adorn it. Tainted flowers or
millinery flowers and foliage adorn the
plaited fun and ribbon covers Its
handle.

Among House Slippers

Service Is Widespread.
The most valuable service which air
craft provides is speed, nnd this Is es
sential In the three classes ot use to
which aeronautics Is catering, nationAirplanes
al, civic, and commercial.
are now used for national defense, inmarine
corps;
cluding army, navy, nnd
air mall, forest patrol, coast guard,
customs nnd revenue service, warning
and relief in disaster. In civic lines
thev may bo used for city planning,
road nnd building construction, rail
nnd water terminal problems, and nre
and police zoning.
In commercial lines, aerial craft are
used for passenger service, freight
transportation, messenger service In
hanklne. aerial photography, collection
and dissemination of news, sport, and
At tne
pleasure, and commuting.

Needle Swallowed by

Mother Found

Every Christmas brings Its camisoles
snd this year's are the daintiest ever.
Many of them are made of net and
lace, like the model pictured here;
others, less trnnspurent, of frepe de
chine satin, wide ribbons or georgette.
Baby ribbon adjusts them at the bust
line and flat elastic at the waist. They
are easily made nnd are lovely gifts
from woman to womun.

For Men or Women

Jr

..

...T.i. J--

.11

K

"

Mnnt nentile Inok to Rnntft ClauS to
provide them with house slippers and
he always curries a generous supply
of all kinds In his pack. This year
vou will find among them beautiful
bedroom slippers, like those shown
above, that ure made of ribbons and
adorned with little ribbon flowers.
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with Calumet vou

Every autumn, In some unknown
manner, a call Is sent far nnd wide
over the country to the Innumerable
gypsy tribes. The cull Is answered,
and the tribes gather ut Wonderlnnd
conpurk, Baltimore, for the onnunl
vention and encampment. These ptc
now
turesque Homany wanderers are
In Bultlmore,
recanting stories and
tales of travel and adventure. This
gypsy woman, more than a hundred
years old, has answered the annual
call for many years, and ever with
the faithful tobacco pipe.
examination and licensing of air pilots.
Virtually every world record of any
Is held In this country.
consequence
The world's altitude record, speed
record around a circuit, seaplune records, endurance records, were all made
pilots within the last
by American
yenr.
flying

One million

miles of

air-mu-

without a fatality Is another
record of the hist year.
The army air service lias perfected
many new types of combat and bombsuing planes, ready for service, far
In
to
Europe.
anything
perior

t

J

",1rve;"1

'ry lts han'1

on

the "nc,ent

Pulls Hat Off Head.
Experts oh the subject of chimney
construction tell of certain masons
who built chimneys that would drnw
the hnt off of your head If you got
One Instnnce Is
near the flrpnlncp.
LONG BEEN UNSOLVED PROBLEM told In which a
pine bark hat lu re
construction days In the South was
pulled frou a man's head and up and
For Generations Engineers Have Been out of a new chimney,
Chim"The prime function of a chimney,'
Trying to Find Out Why One
M. Daniel, assistant meclinnlcul enney Smokes and Another, Just
gineer, division of agricultural engiLike It, Does Not.
of Agriculture,
neering, Department
Dn-lSam Is trying asserts. "Is to produce a draft that will
Washington.
cause sufficient combustion and carry
to stop chimneys from smoking at the
off the resulting smoke; Incidentally
wrong end. lie would provide a model It
assists ventilation. Many unsatls-fuctor-v
to make "drawing chimneys."
heatinir nlnnts and much ex
that
An investigation has disclosed
fuel
cessive
consumption are due to
there are good
In every community
constructed
chimneys,
luproperly
chimneys nnd bad chimneys. The good which nre the rule rather limn the ex
ones draw und the bad ones do not.
ception. Although many of these are
chimEver since the first
more Inefficient than dangerous, yet
combeen
have
there
built
were
neys
reports or the national uonra or nre
chimneys,
smoking
plaints against
nderwrlters show that a lnrcer num
with
filled
houses
that
chimneys
ber of fires nre caused by defective
of
Instead
smoke from the fireplace
chimney construction han by anything
carrying It off skyward.
else. The annual loss resulting from
For generations engineers have tried such fires Is greuter than the Are loss
to solve the problem of the smoking from any other cause. Poor chimney
chimney, but have never met with a construction Is responsible for smoke
One proml-ne- t pollution of the air, waste of fuel nnd
full measure of success.
Southern engineer, who helped to poor heating."
In
Government experts report that
develop the cotton milling Industry
the South, devoted money and time to "the draft depends entirely upon the
studying the question : "Why do some chimney flue. The better the flue the
out more
chimneys built at the same time,
satisfactory nnd efficient will be
of the sume sort of materlnl, and by tho oneratlon of the entire heating ap
the same people smoke and others do paratus. The strength or Intensity of
not?" He had small boys go through the draft Is dependent mainly upon
hundreds of chimneys and take meas- the tightness, size and height of the
urements all along the way of the chimney flue."
ones that did or did not smoke, and
Gives Scientific Reasons.
then lie drew a plan for what he
Mr.
Dnnlels has prepared an elab
It
thought was an ldenl chimney, but
orate statement on the subject of
fulled to produce the desired results.
tie goes into tne
This engineer admitted his defeat In a "drawing chimneys."
scientific rensons for the lack of propefhis
of
the
history
pamphlet giving
that a "round
Now the Department of Agrl- - er draft. He asserts
forts.
flue Is the most desirable because it
offers less resistance to the spirally
of smoke and
ascending column
gases."
"
It has been found that "large trees
located near chimney tops mny deflect
wind currents down the chimney. This
may be avoided by placing the chimney on the opposite side of the builde

ii

i

iiiil

ing."

"The best location for the chimney
is near the center of the building, for
when so located Its four walls are kept
warm; cold winds cunnot chill It and
cause It to drnw poorly," Mr. Daniels

V

know there will be
no loss or failures.
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Forest in Oregon to Have Moose
v
4
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Baby

Throe years ago Mrs. Frank J.
Schwlng of Stockton, Cnl., who
then was Miss Ethel Frlnck,
swallowed a needle two Inches
long. Two months later she was
married.
Recently her daughter, Charlotte, 22 months old,
began to cry and the mother, Investigating, found a little lump
under the skin on the shoulder.
She probed and found the neewere present
dle.
Neighbors
when she withdrew the needle.
The mother and daughter had
never suffered pain from the
needle until the child felt it In
Its shoulder.

To Remember the Baby

urlK
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BAKING POWDER

A Dig Time and Money Saver
When you bake

top Chimneys
From Smoking

i

fry?

totals but 24.
Analyzing the causes to which the
In which
manner
The
Washington.
24 accidents are attributed. It Is found
the
leadership
America has assumed
that of the six fatalities, three were
In avlution ovr the rest of the world
due to "stunt" flying, two to gross
comes as a surprise to those people
carelessness on the field, and one to
who were under the impression that storm.
Not a single person, passenIn aeroworld
the
was
lending
Europe
ger or pilot, lost his life In straight
nautics. From the time the Wright commercial
flying. With federal reguto demon
i.rnthers. In 1003. were
lation controlling "stunt" flying and
World
the
until
actual
strate
tlylng
field policing and
war broke out In 11)14. European na- enforcing proper
It Is believed certain i ost
protection.
In
tions inmle fur greater progress
of these fatalities would have been
aviation than did America.
avoided.
Of the 122.512 persons curAmerica
It was not until 11)17, when
21 were injured
In flying
ried,
only
was
pntereri- the wur. that this nation
of nnd In ground accidents.
compelled to begin the colossal task
Should License Pilots.
training engineers il)d creating proIt Is estimated that during the calenduction futilities. And with 'he ending
dar year 1921, 1,200 aircraft were enof the war, In 11)18, the pressure which
gaged In civil flying In the United
was
withdrawn,
this
forced
expansion
States, and that, these flew 6,500,000
lant
or
It
was
two years later,
onri
miles nnd carried 250,000 persons. A
In
pub
year, before :i marked Increase
shows that 114 accidents
survey
unci
Amenlic Interest was noticeable,
not Including those that Incun aviators began to come into their
volved government-owneaircraft. The
own again.
114 accidents resulted In death to 41)
The ve.ir 1!1!1 Is marked by three
of persons nnd Injury to 89. Of the 114
outstanding nvlallon events, one
49 were attributed to the
universal nnd epochal Importance. accidents,
which shows need for federal
pilot,
were
held,
there
June
and
July
During
100 miles off the Virginia capes, a
series of experiments In the course of
which aircraft flown from land bases
bombed and sank one nfter the other,
a destroyer, a ng"i
a submarine,
cruiser, and n dreadnought, the most
modern examples of warship construction.
In the autumn the conference on the
limitation of armament was held in
nnd It Is asserted that
Washington,
the hombinn tests cleared the way, United States Government Seeks
more than any othtr single event, for
to Encourage Proper Cona possible solution of the international
construc
In
ship
capital
competition
struction of Flues.

Economy

That's

eoncNTSiii

why;

less expensive than
some other brands

IS!

selling for less.
sale of Calumet is
over 150
greater
than that of any other
brand.
The

BEST BY TEST

Don't be led into taking Quantity for Quality
Calumet has proven to be best by test in millions of
bake-day- .
Largest selling brand in the
world. Contains only such ingredients as have been
officially approved by U. S. Pure Food Authorities.

homes every

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER
After.
Difference In Outlook.
First Gentleman "Did you get home
circus was coming nnd Billy parlast night before the storm?" Second
ticularly wanted 25 cents.
It
..hen
was
"That
A neighbor asked him to hoe his po- Gentleman
tatoes, saying : "I'll make It all right started."
A

'

with you."
Might Get Well.
Billy hoed energetically, nnd when
"The doctor generally comes In a
the Job was finished, went over for his
hurry." "He knows If he delays you
pny.
not need him."
When he returned, I asked, "Did he might
make It all right with you?"
If good clothes would only stay
Displaying one lone dime, the little
but they never have yet.
fellow said, "Maybe it's all right for good
him, but it's all wrong for me." Ex-

He could borrow
money from an

change.

WOMEN

NEED

SWAMP-ROO-

T

Thousands of women have kidney snd
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
the
nothing else but kidney trouble, or
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organi
to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often ' times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
a physician's preKilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
and
sample bottle. When writing be sure
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Posted on Current Events.
Current Events Teacher Who mar'
ried Princess Mary?
Owner of the Quickest Hand I
American Leknow that one. Doug!
gion Weekly.

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
she can put a new, rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
sweaters, coverings, draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaranteed. Just tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to dye is wool or
silk, or whether it 1b linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
pot, fade or run. Advertisement.

Delicate Instruments.
An English scientist has perfected
a wireless receiving set containing Instruments so fine that they are affected by waves less than half an Inch In
length the smallest wave used ordinarily being about 200 yards long. .
No man la so friendless as the one
who has lost his political pull.

WL.DOUGLAS

$5678 SHOES Si!!
are actually

W. It. Douglas shoes

de-

manded year after year by more people
than any other shoe in the world.
W.L.DOUGLASSr
tertttl ftQtl workiuHiiiuip arft

fcpja
usserts.
uneqiMlea rortuepnw itw t J
The department explains thut the that wbM you buy W. L. "$f fiV
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7
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getthis
shoes
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information Douglas
you
purpose In collecting
ting the benefit of hl40years
In makingthelMMt
about chimneys is "to give the house- eiperlenoe
th
tor
prioe.
holder and prospective builder, and shoes posilble
especially the fnrmer or other rural WLDOUGLASA".
forthem.
resident who builds or superintends worth thepricanapaid
sare money.
them
the building of his own home, a work- Wear
Protection against unreasopli pivuw, I. n -r.ntMA Df
ing knowledge of the principles to be aoio
on
erery
the price stamped
In planning and building
observed
air.
SJIIOIIS
- "OTP
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a
go
which, If they are observed,
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ana
of
the
comfort
oysnoeaeai-erA0
largeoltles
long way to promote
Auk your bat iflOWN
everywhere.
the home and Insure the safety of the ho deafer to show you W.L. iMWd. It and$lor
exshoes.
by
Only
Douglas
property."
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m
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support

mercerized cotton.

Offers Homes

for

Tokyo. Toyohara Morookn, a local
philanthropist, has offered the government a tract of land In Kyushu on
which he proposes to build homes for
Kem.1
In
wilds
In
Alaska,
Five bahv moose, canlured
the
of the
peninsula
ne lias
-- re to be used as the nucleus
of a moose herd in the Deschute. national 700 former beggars, wnoin
the streets of Tokyo and
The moose have Just arrived In Portland, and this rescued from
forest In Central Oregon.
.
.
.. . .
nther cities of Japan.
nuer ne. nau muueu.
on was
puologrnpneo.

Edgeworth smoker
"I left the house in a hurry. Had
bought my railroad ticket the day before, so I didn't realize I had left my
money at home until I was aboard the
train. I was going to a strange to"wnTo
do business with a man I didn't know,
bo it would have been quite embarrassing.
"I went into the smoking car. I
looked over the men and decided to
tell my story to one of them. But
which one? That was the question. It
was answered quickly. A man pulled
out a pipe. 'He's the man for me,' I
thought. But when he took a can of
Edgeworth from his pocket, then J.
knew.

"Helent me the trifling sum I asked
for, and in thanking him I mentioned
that I was an Edgeworth smoker and
that was what influenced me to speak
to him, a perfect stranger.

" 'Perfect stranger I', he laughed.
'Not on your life. No pipe smoker is a
perfect stranger to another especially if they both smoke Edgeworth

DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

e

' Christmas brings Its pretty candles
Everyone wants to remember the
gayljr decked out this year with
flowers, or painted and glided. baby and here are two bibs for him,
white
They make lovely gifts for men or one of tbem made of pink and
women, and so will the ribbon or creton- Turkish toweling and the other of
ne-covered
picture frame, fastened honeycomb cotton. The square bib It
to a glass front and cardboard back bound with tape which provides the
The card- tie and the edges of the smaller bib
with jold braid binding.
board back Is cut out to form an easel are finished with a shell crocbet ot

it is far

fit potnott ffoir. int
preciate their value. Refua
namt and priel it
substitutes. Insist upon bar- plainly ttatnpti
n
ing W.L Douglas shoes with the
the retail price and tbe nam
la rwiidri),
Mht
uk
Tba
sole.
stamped on the
vnu m aunt
retail prloes are the Sam
ererywoeie.
U
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There does seem to be a friendship
among Edgeworth smokers. We don't
claim that the tobacco is responsible-fothis so much as the kind of men who
smoke Edgetvorth.

Perhaps you've had a similar experience. If you have, we'd like to hear
of it.
And we'll send free samples

ous helpings

'

of

ill
JflWi..Z?sa

Edgeworth

generReady-Rubb-

ed

or Plug
Slice to any man,

whether he has
ome favorite
brand or not.

we couldn't
change him from a
tobacco that exactly suited him, but

if Edgeworth
should convince

him weH, that
would make ut

both happy.
'
After all, the
happiest man in
this world is the
one who smokes
a tobacco he likes
from the very first pipeful in the
morning to the last pipeful at night.
For all you know, that tobacco might
be Edgeworth.

Send a postcard for free samples
with your name and address to Larus
& Brother Company, 44 South 21st
St., Richmond, Va. If you would also
add the name and address of the
dealer from whom you usually buy
your tobacco, we would appreciata
your courtesy.

Edgeworth is sold in various sizeg.tp
the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slic
d
era
and Edgeworth
packed in small, pocket size packages,.
In handsome tin humidors, and in various handy
quantities.

suit

Ready-Rubbe-

You can also get Edgeworth Ready-Rubb- ed
in glass jars that you'll find

mighty useful.
To' Retail Tobacco Merehantt: If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same pries yoa
d
would pay tbe jobbetv
two-doz-

Beady-Rubbe-

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE. RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

WORKS FOR CHILD IS WHIPPED BY
'INVISIBLE

MUST KEEP WELL

Uncommon

EYE'

,.

Near Dallas, Tex.

F1

rl j

M

ID

trouble. I
had tried doctor! and
all said the same an
operation. At first I
only felt the pain on
my lelt side, but later
I seemed to feel it on
both sides. I am

lsertous

power

sewing-machin-

e

operator and

have a little girl to
support. I work in a
tailor shop and that
lineof work has been
very slack this year and I am home part
f the time. I do not like to take any
hancea, so I consulted my friends, and
ne lady said. Take Lydia Pinkham's
medicine,' so I did. I have felt better
right along and am in good enough health
to go to work. I recommend your Vegetable
Compound and Sanative Wash to
11. "-- Mrs.
Mary Enrico, 469 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, Illinois.
Often the mother is obliged to support
her children and good health is necessary. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is just the medicine you can
depend upon. It is a medicine for women's ailments and the relief it brought
lira. Enrico it may bring to you. Keep
'well by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

V'M

fCoated Tongue 1
Nature's Warning of
Constipation
When you are constipated,

BODY MASS OF BRUISES
Captors Accuse Her of Mistreating
Her Daughter and Are Deaf to
Man Holds Her
Her Denials
While Being Whipped.
Fort Worth, Tex. Seized by a man
and four women, hustled Into an automobile and taken to a deserted spot
near the Trinity river, where she was
given 100 lashes by her captors, Mra.
L
Tatum of the little village of Stop
Sir, near Dallas, is slowly recovering
from her bruises and the nervous
shock of her harrowing experience.
Mrs. Tatum's account of the affair
is to the effect that she was called to
the door of her home by two women,
who said that they would take her to
her daughter, who had been missing
for some time. When Mrs. Tatum entered the waiting automobile she
found there were four women In the
machine and a man driving. The machine sped away to a lonely spot near
the river, where the woman was handcuffed and held by the man, while the
four women used the lash on the victim. Her body Is a mass of bruises,
to her aunt, Mrs. Jane
according

a

Floyd.
The whipping was given by a "committee of four" of the "Ladies' Invisible Eye."
No Previous Threats.

not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because it acta like
this natural lubricant and
thus replaces it
n u j o i is a
lubricant not
a medicine or
so
laxative
cannot gripe.
it
today.
Try

A communication addressed to newspapers stated the whipping was administered for alleged ruining of her
fourteen
daughter, Naomi Tatum,
years.
No threats of any kind had been received by Mrs. Tatum prior to the ocOne woman who whipped
currence.
her told Mrs. Tatum they were from
Dallas. One of the women was masked,
Mrs. Tatum said.
"Mrs. Tatum has had some little
trouble, but none that would merit

SQUEEZED

TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful
it is usually on indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

LATHROP'S
LB
HAARLEM

OIL

The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles.
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep in good health. In three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Modal oa ovary
tok forboxth.andnun Goldno imiutioa
accept

BLACK

LEG

1007o PROTECTION FOR LIFE
from one vaccination with

Cutter's Liquid or Solid
Anijreasln.
glackleg Cutter's
Solid Aggro,

sin Injectors work just tike Blackleg
Pill Injectors. If Cutters Asgressia
is unobtainable locally, writs

Cutter Laboratory
The
Tas Lhrmun that Kntwt ffrw"
(U.S. License) California
Style Powder and Pdl Vaccines still
those who prefer toco.

lor

aids

"Mistus" Day.
It was the 11th of November and a
darky down South was asked If he
knew what was being celebrated that
day.
"Suttinly, suh," he replied; "Mistus
day, suh."
"Armistice day, Sam," he was

MANAGE

Used the Lash.

such treatment," Mrs. Floyd snld.
"Several women of her church have
asked that the daughter, Naomi Tatum, be educated by the church. This
Mrs. Tatum objected to. She and her
,
husband have had a little trouble over
"NOuh mistus day, suh. lou see, the girl, but It has happened only
we were ordered tuh go over the top when the mother whipped the daughdat mornin' when along comes de news ter.
.
dnt de war was over, eo de Germuns
"When she got In the car and they
dune mistus, suh ; lpy done mistus."
had driven a short distance the women
Everybody's Magazine.
tld her they were members of a secret society from Dallas and accused
Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle Of her of ruining her daughter and that
as Tarrant county women would not
tJASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that It act they would show her that Dallas
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Thoughts Failed Him.
Francis became disgusted with the
toy next door and turned and left him
without a word.
.When being commended for holding
tils temper he replied : "0, that wasn't
It. I would have told him what I
thought of him If I'd been able to
think of enough to say."
man Is always in
he doesn't agree

with you.

Refreshes Weary Eyes
When Your Eyes feel Dull
md Heavy, use Murine. It toRellevesehatTiredFesllna

lerantly

"Makes them Clear, bright

and

Sparkling. Harmless. Sold and
Recommended by All Drugsliu.

,

Wlw URINE
fa

YOURSELF

t

Git GAT singer, who has to spend
about eighteen hours a day taking
cars of bis heallh und bis voice, which
are his capital, needs a manager, and
A

"

hua one.

great actor, whose every minute
required to continue being a great
actor, also needs a manager.
We take It that you are neither a
great singer nor a great actor, because
you belong to the vast majority of human beings.
Therefore, while you need a manager, too, you don't need to hire one.
You can be your own.
This Is true, whether yott are your
own boss, or whut the socialists cull a
wage slave.
If you are a wage slave you will
to some extent have to submit to the
management of Uie man who Is set
over you.
But he can only manage jou in
working hours, and he can't manage
your mind at all. And It Is your mind,
and the way It Is managed, that will
A

Is

Something to

make
r break you before you get
through.
Take over that job yourself. If It
Is an unruly mind, make It
If It Is a roaming mind, given to wandering over all sorts of subjects when
It ought to be confined to one, discipline It
Keep It on the Job it ought to be
doing. Teach It to concentrate and
make if practice this new accomplish
ment.
If it Is a lazy mind, force It to work
If It oblects and
nnrl to work hard.
acts as If It might crack under the
strain, don't worry about It. Keep It
working and It will soon learn to do
Its work without getting fagged.
While you are managing your mind,
manage your body, too. Make It control Its BDDetltes. and take cold baths.
and tackle bard work without flinch
ing.
Don't let It overeat or nezlect to
get plenty of sleep, or do any of the
foolish things tnat bodies will do If
they are permitted to have their own
way.
Mind and body well managed will
soon be worth more to your boss and,
fnnswinentlv. more to VOU. If vnur
boss won't pay the extra value, get an- otner doss ; out do miro urst mat tne
extra value is there. It is easy to think
you are worth more than you are, and
to underestimate the boss' Judgment In

no

a little bouse can be
all hare gone uway
one at borne but me;

dreary, grim and gray
The shadows are at eventide.
When lone and tired I come
And have no one to sit beside
Me when at last I'm home.
How

The hall seems leagues of distance
wide,
Ench room a vast estate;
Dark forms In dusky corners hide
And terrors lie In wait.
Deep silence reigns, and over all
The lonesome sh tdows creep ;
I list to henr a so't footfall
From out the silence deep.
--

No welcome laugh, no smiling face.
No eager, running feet
To meet me as I near the place;
No kiss from l'ps so sweet.
A barren Isle In widespread sea;
A rock In desert wide;
No hands that beckon uno me
Near home at eventide.

food enough. Hasty
meals are harmful, but
Wrigley's stimulates the
flow of saliva that helps
the stomach take care
of its load.

And yet, ere morning sun awakes
I feel a presence sweet ;
Dream faces dreary fancy breaks
And bring a Joy complete.
I feel the touch of little hards.
See smiles of childish ?lee;
f
Fairyland
And as from
My children come to ire.
far-of-

hills and valleys wide.
O'er
that respect
Far from the city's strife
After you have been managing your- Midst country scenes where Joys abide
By F. A. WALKER
self for a while you will know how to
Are children dear and wife.
rounage others. Then, when you get So what care I If dark and drear
you will be able to Improve
The cottage seems to be,
THE GREATEST ART aIt chance,
Yon will find the lob difficult at
brown and strong my kiddles dear
If
after
but
and
first,
profitable
pleasant
Soon hasten home to met
YOU will look around you with ward.
see
true.
and
It
li
tins
isn't
Try
IFuntlnrkened vision, without preju(Copyright by Will M. Maupln.)
(Copyright bv John Blake.)
dice In your heart, and with a mind
bent upon getting at the truth quite
1
a
regardless of the pang It may cause
the
that
discover
will
your pride, you
greatest art of all arts Is the art of
pleasing others.
eurn
Txnusm
ttfc
I
And this art, though simple as It
SOHjaT at atR swiTn
M
fctf
most
Is
the
I
may appear on the surface.
I
Hen f"4 i (
(WS A
Iffa
-huMa
i 72-- of
T.eoise
Omuew
Tk.V
difficult are In the whole world
man practice.
It means at the very beginning of
of
Its acceptance the subjugation
spirit and passion, the conformation
of will, talent and effort to the free
reception of others who shall eventually pass upon your work and give
It approval.
Like you,-- the Judges are human,
but their Judgment, however It may
affect your purse or temper, Is final,
Innsmuch as It opens the door to hope
or Imprisons you with despair.
"Yon may paint a beautiful picture,
but if It falls to please others nobody will praise or buy It. And you
proceed to nurse your disappointment
oblivious to the fact
with
that the painting Is deficient somewhere in color, drawing or atmosphere
of the quality that gives satisfaction.
But the true artist, In whatever field
of huinun endeavor he may be seeking
success, turns each failure to account
and
hy studying It
checking up Its defects.
He turns the first canvas to the wall
mid begins to paint again, carefully
avoiding previous mistakes.
And it Is in such action ns this that
thero Is shown the true mettle of the
man or woman who Is determined to
forget self by pleasing others.
It niny be a difficult lesson to learn,
ond It may take years to comprehend
the butter and the sugar a little at a
all Its Intricacies and minute details, bestows upon those who have the fortibut when It is once mastered, old tude to overcome rewards far In ex- time, beat the egg yolks and add them
henrtnclics disappear like the hoary cess of their greatest expectations, and to the creamed butter, then the beaten
Add the molusses, buttermilk
frost in the shining morning sun.
a Joy whose gladness cannot be ex- whites.
and Hour mixed with the spices and
To please others ought to- - be the pressed In words.
Beat well; now add the fruit,
soda.
1922. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
chief purpose of every young man
and woman dependent on his or her
stirring It In well, but do not beat.
Carelessness and Poverty.
Bake In two large loaves In a slow
physical or inentul effort for livelihood
f
hours.
Childish, Imbecile carelessness Is oven for one and
and success.
render any man poor, withThough an extremely trying thing erough to
vice.
to do, culling for putlence and some- out the aid of a single positive
times grout humility. It frequently Francis Waylnnd.

Think About

I

O.
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women would."
Mrs. Tatum Is

-

years old
and Insists that she was mistreated
without cause. In a statement issued
from her bed Mrs. Tatum said:
thirty-si- x

Denies Charges.

"They told me I had mistreated the
child. I told them I hadn't. Finally
the man caught hold of the handcuffs
with one hand and placed the other
hand over my mouth. Three of the
women began whipping me.
"Finally, they quit and started to
put me In the car, when one of them
asked, 'Girls, do you think she has
One of the" women replied
enough?'
she thought I needed more. The man
caught me again by the handcuffs and
the whipping started.
"I was growing weaker. I was about
to faint. Each lash seemed as If It
would make me unconscious. The man,
I believe, saw I was about to faint and
lie told them to stop.
"Then they helped me back In the
'nr."

t.

WHAT TO EAT
Is
fish
breakfast
ADKLIC10US
; with a nicely seasoned
sauce It may be served for a luncheon
Soak the Bsh over night skin
dish.
side up, adding one tnblespoonful of
vinegar to the water. In the morning
remove the fish, rinse well, remove the
backbone and cut the fish Into fillets.
Parboil five minutes before cutting up,
drain and cook In a hot frying pan
with a little fat until a goloen brown.
Arrange on a warm platter, garnish
with parsley md pour around the

fillets.

Fine Trees In Calaveras Grove.
At
hn entrance . to the Calaveras
(Cal.) grove were, until 1910, twofine
:rees called the Sentinels, uniy one
s now standing, the other having been
Mown, down In the great windstorm of
1010.
South of the Sentinels and to
:he right of the road on the hillside
Hands a tree over 14 feet In diameter,
vhlch has been named Old Dowd, In
lonor of the discoverer of the grove,
ivhich discovery was made In 1S52.
The south grove extends three and
miles und contains 1,380 largo

rssssrt

every meal.
It keeps teeth white
breath sweet and com
bats acid mouth.

mrm

Vil

f)

1922, Western

C'lutton-Iirod-

Eat less, chew II more
and use Wrlgley's alter

g

SCHOOL PA1JS

&

The Christian doctrine that we should
lovo each other In not merely a command
laid upon ub by a Ood utterly and
Is elso
superior to us all; Itand
that
the counsel of our own hearts,
dlvlne.-Art- hur
IB
why we know that It is

Wmssurn
Few of us chew our

Newspaper Unioe.)

Corned Beef Hash.
Chop two parts of cooked potatoes
and one part corned beef very fine,
season with grated onion, pepper and
suit, heat thoroughly, adding a little
butter nnd a grated pepper shredded.
Spread thickly on thin slices of buttered toast arid Blip a poached egg on

Perfection Fruit Cake.
the following ingredients: two
of brown sugar, one cupful of
cupfuls of
butter, one and

The Flavor Lasts
c

1
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There are Millions

ofi

Acres

of the highest class of toll available for the man whose object In life it to become hit
wishes to share in the opportunity which has given wealth to
own
.... ,ilandlord,1. and who
A
hatfintr fttartMl on Western Canada farm, with but
.,1.
small means, are now writing home to their friends, telling of what they have done.
T I
-- I
1.
knm,a1a farther frnm lines OI Ml WSV T P IrM C. Wttl.rSW
fodder
Upon these lands can be grown the beat of wheat, oats, barley, flax, grass, bay,
Will luu u.u.vwv.a.
most
without
Cattle winter in
place
shelter, dairying is highly successful.
Taxea only upon land (not on imPerfect climate, attracprovements).
tive social conditions, good neighbors,
churches, schools, telephones, excellent markets and shipping facilities.
For Illaitratad litrataps,lnapa,dserl
tlon of tsrm opportunities In Usnitoba,
Bmskstchcwsn, Alberts and British Coloas-bireduced rsilwu rstss. aU., wrlu la

w..

...

W.V.BENNETT
300 Peter's Trust Bldf ., Otulu, Nek
'
kutlnrtsa Af-Dept.
Immlsratten site c.lanlsauea
Dominion of Canada.

A Possible Solution.
Matters of Delicacy.
Mrs. A. (dejectedly) Our cookV
"Why Is Purls permitted to dictate
I he fnBhlons?"
given notice, Richard. She tfhys the
"Because of our American sense of kitchen Isn't large enough to turn
propriety," replied Miss Cayenne. around In.
Mr. A. Confound It! I wonder 11
"Fashions have occasionally been such
that no one would want to discuss she'll stay if I install a turntable,
Boston Evening Transcript.
them In plain EnRllsh.!

Climb a little higher than the crowd
and yon will be the target for the
knockers.

Curiosity Is merely
is Inspired by things

something thai

that are none

ol

our business.

Keep Painted Woodwork CLEAN

each; sprinkle with pepper and salt
and minced parsley.
Take
cupfuls

new
Thla la Wria1T'.
peppermint ehewtnr aweel,
brLncux the WrfiW
and benerlU to fool
In a new I una.

-

one-hnl-

,

Don't think that a
the wrong because

HOW big

(,

Berkeley

K.B.-- Old

BLAKE

And left

.

Illinois.--

RiTmniiMiTiTHum

WILL M. MAUPIN

By

When

"! took Lydia EL
"Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
Chieairo.

(Br

JOHN

Sense

Mothers in a Like Situation
Committee of Four Women ApShould Read This Letter
ply the Lash to Mrs. Tatum,
from Mrs. Enrico
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one-four-

Makes all house- cleaning easy.

buttermilk, four cupfuls of flour, three
eggs, one teaspoon ful each of cinnamon, soda and nutmeg, one-ha- lf
of cloves, one and one-ha- lf
pounds of raisins, one pound of currants, one-fourpound of citron, one-ha- lf
cupful of good fruit Juice, one-hal- f
of New Orleans molasses.
cupful
Wash and dry the raUlns and currants and slice the citron very fine.
Mix the fruit and flour well. Cream
"Forget and Forgive."
A proverb which Is quoted by
trees. Any tree there under 18 feet
In circumference Is not considered a Shakespeare In "King Lear," and
which sums up one of the greatest
'
large tree.
and most difficult lessons of ChrisSwiss Led In Dating Coinage.
tianity. As W. B. Norrls very clevThe Swiss people were the first to erly, says : "We may forgive and we
date their coinage. They introduced may forget, but we can never forget
the dated coin 400 years ago and the that we have forgiven."
style was adopted in all countries In
a very short time.
Thought for the Day.
If every worker did more than he
Is paid to do and every employer paid
Bagpipe Long In Favor.
The biiKpIpe, the earliest musical more than he Is compelled to pay, we
instrument, dates bnck to 4000 B. 0 would have no strikes.

Clean wooden floors, linoleum.
tile, marble, concrete, with

Large cake.
No waste
lots sbaetacterets

Easel Merfu's Seas Cs.
IWTsrfc, U.S. A.

Jr
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"Mis Lily White wit) please stand up!
But Phoebe upward wriggled:
"I'm Ltty White with Faultless Stare..."
And all the Pupils giggled
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THE RESERVE

HEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

OF

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
.RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CON TENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

'

Woman stiff rage la France was
doomed to defeat when the Cabinet refused to support the measure Intro
duced In parliament granting the vote
to women.
All Kemal Bey, editor of the Connewspastantinople
per Sabah, lias been arrested and condemned to death by the Turkish authorities at Constantinople, the allies
have been Informed.
An attack t.ltli machine guns and
rifles from nearby house tops was
made by Irirh Republican forces
aguinst the Wellington military barracks near Dublin. Three Nutional
army soldiers were killed and twenty
others wounded In the rtgntlng, which
lasted two hours.
The recent Influx of American Jaza
bandsmen to supply music for the constantly Increasing numbers of British-rwho have succumbed to the fox
trot has hud the effect of spreading
considerable alarm umong English music! una, uiany of whom claim to have
thereby lost their Jobs.
Four thousand Armenian Christians
have been killed In the viluyet of
Smyrna, and 8,000 more are missing, it
.mis reported by the committee of
bishops which has been Investigating
the plight of Armenians who toon
refuge in Smyrna after the Ureek de
nt. The Armenian losses In money
s

WESTERN
Clarence C. Dill, Democrat, of Spowhose election to the United
States Semite Is Indicated, will be the
youngest member when lie takes tils
eut March 4, It Is mid lit Seattle.
MIm Fern Luttlmer suffered a brokIn uq airplane, accident near
en lie-Lot Angeles, but is expected to live.
Mis Luttlmer was taking her first
ride. The plane foil 200 feet
onto a ploughed field, l'llot Hurdy
and another passenger were Injured
slightly.
Lee Tittle, recently defeated for the
nomination for United
Republican
States senator, ended his life lQ hie
hotel at Yakima, Wash., by Inking
to Coroner W. M.
according
Brown. Tittle, a former county treasurer, had been despondent since his
failure to win the nomination.
Fred P. Johnson, one of the owners
of the Denver Daily KecordStuckinun,
an organiser of the Denver Live Stock
Exchange and the National Western
Stock Show, as well as one of the
most widely known newspaper men In
the West, died at his home In Denver
from hardening of the arteries and
Itrlght's disease.
Mm. Thomas H. Spratt, wife of the
sheriff of Lewis and Clark county,
Alont., was accidentally shot and killed
by a revolver In the hands of her husband. The sheriff was examining his
revolver In the living room of their
home when it was discharged, and Mrs.
Spratt, who was sitting In a chair close
by consulting a telephone directory,
kane,

k

e

pot-to-

the republican army, the
Irelund has entered a new
war
phase. Captured correspondence has
wur measures
revealed proposed
which have been submitted to De
for approval, und It Is assumed
that whatever is now done Is with his
sanction.
The Spanish government, It was announced recently, denounced on Nov,
made
5, the commercial agreement
with the United States, Aug, 1, 1900.
Under this ugreeinent, Spain accorded
.'ll dead.
most favored nutlon
he the United States
W. D. Stephens will
Governor
with the exception of spe
asked to Invite governors of eight treutment,
cial advantages conceded to Portugal
Western states to send representawjiile the United States agreed to speCalconvention
to
the
of
annual
tives
rates of duty upon certain Spuncial
to
ifornia fruit growers and shippers
Isli products, notably crude tartar,
be held In Sacramento December 12,
brandies und wines.
13 und H for the purpose of forming
ANNEAL
a
association to deal with
the Interstate Commerce Commission
Three nersous were injured, one
on transportation matters.
probably fatally, and a dozen women
Cullfornlu'a adoption of prohibition and children were saved In thrilling
enforcement, Oregon's restrictions up- rescues In a fire believed to have been
on nearly all church parochial schools incendiary, which caused $15,000 dam
und other private schools, Nevada's de- age to a West side npnrement buildcision not to change its divorce laws ing In Chicago.
and Montana's probable authorization
The soldier bonus, providing $.10 u
of the
men, passed, ac
system of betting month for
on horse races are among the outstand- cording to figures given out from the,
ing decisions on legislation taken by Stute Election Bureau at Oklahoma
the voters In far western states at the City. The vote was 18,880 majority
recent erection.
for the measure. The farmer vote wus
In favor of the measure.
WASHINGTON
funeral services for Col. Iitincan H.
Contracts made by the standard Oil,
of former
Gulf Refining and other oil companies, Cooper, 7b, convicted slayer
Ward
under which retail dealers are loaned United Stall's Senator Edward
of Nashville,
streets
on
the
Ciirniack
storfor
the
and
tank equipment
pump
In the fall of 1908, were held
age and delivery of gasoline on condi- Tenn.,
near
tion that It shall not be used to dis- at his old home In Ashwood.
tribute the products of any competitor, Nashville, n few days ago.
schooner Samuel
will be reviewed by the Supreme Court.
The
wus sunk In a col
Drafting of a proposed amendment Hart of New York
to the constitution designed to elimi- lislon Willi the sea going tug Wyoming
nate all distinction between the rights at the entrance of Casco hay, neur
of
of tile sexes, was decided on at the Portland, Maine. Cuptain Johnson
consailing vessel and three members
losing session of the
ferences of officers of the National ot ills crew were brought to this port
A haze Is said to
A bud- by the Wyoming.
Women's party in Washington.
for the collision.
get of $150,000 for the year's work was buve been responsible
was not seriously damThe
was
Wyoming
of
this
and
$8.,U00
adopted
by

In

Va-le-

three-maste-

two-day- s

age d.

pledged.

Augustus T. Seymour of Columbus,
Ohio, was appointed to be assistant to
Attorney General Dauglierty to succeed Col. Guy D. (ioff, whose resignation was announced by Mr. Dougherty.
Pennsylvania, with seven, will top
nil the states in big House committee
beads in the new Congress, unless the
seniority rule Is abrogated. All told,
there are sixty standing committees,
but some of them have little to do with
Important legislation. The seven important chairmanships, Pennsylvania Is
expected to have. Honking, claims,
foreign affairs, Judiciary, navul,
and printing, a gain of two.
Dumage by smaller
predatory
on stockmen's ranges, while not
as
that by wolves,
no spectacular
mountain lions and coyotes, Is very
considerable, and In some cases more
than equals that of the predatory animals, according to Dr. A. K. Fisher of
the United States Biological Survey.
There should be closer
particularly in the mutter of appropriations, bewteen the federal and slate
governments, so that the largest
amount avniluhle from both, sources
may be obtained, he says.
With Congress called by President
Harding to convene In extra session
Hov. 20, members of the House appropriations committee aim to have several of the appropriation bills ready
for the House by the beginning of the
regular session immediately following
on Dec.
During the two weeks of
the extra session the House is expected to devote its attention to the
ship subsidy bill while, subcommittees
of its appropriations committee work
on the supply bills, which form the
most Importnnt task of the regular
post-offic- e

NEW MEXICO

RESERVE,

TO SAFEGUARD

Southwest News
New Mexico
and Arizona
More than 200,000 cans of tomatoes
have been packed ut the big cannery
at Hondule, N. M., this season.
Fire practlcully destroyed the Worn

en's building at the Government hos
pital at Fort Bayurd, N. M., recently.
The Catholic church and school, In
Springer, N. II., was completely de
stroyed by fire recently and the total
loss is estimated at over $0,000.
Homer Williams, 22 years old, of
Colllnsvllle, .Texas, died at a Phoenix
hospital from burns received when lie
rolled Into a bonfire neur Gila Bend.
John Connolly, at one time lightweight boxing champion of New Mex
ico, passed away at his home in Ros-we- ll
following an attack of typhoid

Santa Fe electric repair

miles north of Preston and was run
over by the cur.
The old mine shaft recently found
near Silver
on the Ituinbolt ranch,
City, N. M., by Graham and Downey,
has been opened and a large quantity
of mine equipment found at the bottom of the shaft.

Surveyors of Albuquerque returning

from the western part of Valencia
County, report that all the lakes In
that section of the stute lire dry und
that thousands of fish are being found
dead on the dry beds.
An Increase In the tonnage to be
mined ut the Morencl, Ariz., mines of
the Phelps Dodge Corporation tu 1,400
tons a day, or double the present tonnage, has been announced by (.'apt. J.
P. Hodgson, manager.
The Tidal Wuve.Mldnight mine, in
the vicinity of llillsboro, N. M., lias
developed a good supply of water to
operate the mine und mill. The shipping of ore will be started soon und
a busy season is looked for.
Oru Harris, Wldte City Negress,
jhurged witli the murder of Wolf Patterson on the night of August 11th
during a fight at the Negro resort
near Fort Ilitacliucu, was found not
ht
delibguilty by a jury after

eration.

Oil drilling operations ut the Ada-munproperty, near Holbrouk, Ariz.,
ure reported to be progressing satisfactorily, u depth of 2,018 feet being
attained ut present. The drill is again
in the hardest kind of gray lime with
a truce of oil. This, according, to the
company's geologist, Is the bust indication so far encountered in (Jie well.

Under the auspices of the Otero
County Farm Bureau, the annual poultry show will be held In Alaaiogordo
the first week in December and the
dates have been set for the 5th, Cth
and 7th. Poultry growers from all
purts of the county will have exhibits
and It is Kdbjved that the coming
show will be the best ever held in the

coun'y.
Ore production by the Kay Consolidated Copper Company now amounts
to about 5,000 tons a day, the shipments going regulutiy to the concentrator at liaydon, Ariz. The company Is employing about 700 men in
all departments.
Auto tourists camped neur the river
bottoms at Phoenix found the body of
u Chinese in a small ravine near the
edge of the river. The head and both
feet were severed from the body und
the pockets of the clothing hud been
turned Inside out.
John S. McClure, chairman of the
cubbage department of the Dona Ana
safety.
County Farm Bureau Marketing Asso
The Mississippi Supreme Court at ciation,' announces that ull cabbage
Juckson affirmed the decision of Chan- grown in the Mesilla Valley next seacellor V. J. Strickler In the Hinds son will be shipped through Cronbie &
County Chancery Court imposing fines Co. of El Puso, who handled the 1922
and penalties amounting to $8,005,075 crop.
on the fire Insurance companies forHurry D. Midkiff and Lewis A. Par- merly operating In the state, charged hnm, both former United States pro
law
by
with violating the
hibition enforcement agents, were ar
afconspiring to control rates. The
rested at Phoenix on warrants sworn
firmation carries with It the full pen- out by Assistant U. S.
Attorney Franby the lower court.
Imposed
alty
cis D. Crable, charging in effect the
Inare
W0
Insurance
companies
Altout
fraudulent pudding of expense ac
volved, the heaviest penalty against counts while the men were in the gov$195,875.
uny company being
ernment service.
Five men will stand trlul at Marlon,
At a meeting held in the Arizona
In the
HI., for alleged participation
Mountain View district it wus tentat"lierrln massacre." They are: Otis
ively iigreed by the farmers In that
Clurk, Bert Grace, Peter Heller, Jo district to plant about thirty acres ol
aiann. iue sweet
seph Carimgt nnu Leva
potatoes next spring and to
state asked that the cases against the erect a community storage house for
men be nolle pressed
e
other
curing the potatoes und preparing
wlien the trlul opened.
them for shipment.
from
army
flyer
Lieut. John Blnney.
Duniel T. Selvege who, the police
killed
was
Mltchel field, Long Island,
say, deserted from the United States
Braln-arat
Instantly at Hartford, Conn.,
army ut Fort Logan, Colo., severul
Municipal field while taking part weeks
u
in
ago, was arrested
In
the Hartford
in an airplane relay
to
with
attempting
charged
a
aviation meet. Ills plane struck tree
pass a worthless check for $350 as
and crashed when about to land.
purt i'iymnl for an automobile.
The prohibition enforcement measure on the California ballot, providing
for making the Eighteenth amendment
and the Volstead act the law of California, was defeated.
Fire that threatened lor several
hours to destroy the frume buildings
ut Selfridge field, the army aviation
was
post near Ml. Clemens, Mich.,
brought under control after burning
the structure housing the quartermaThe stores dester's department.
stroyed and the buildings were valued
at nearly $500,000. Fifty or more airhangars
planes were removed from thefield
for
and parked on the flying

anti-tru-

forty-thre-

d

Albu-nuerq-

MANURE

U. S. INTERESTS

From All Over

fever.
At a special meeting of the students
of the University of New Mexico over
$1,000 was pledged for the football
work of the college during the remainder of the season.
total $18,000,000.
Johnson & Cook, cuttle dealers at
Terrific havoc was wrought by fire
which broke out In the Italian fleet In Willcox ,Arlz., soon will open a new
the harbor nt Naples, said a Central commission office In Los Angeles, ac
News dispatch from Home, received in cording to statements made by George
London. The light wurcraft Marsala, L. Slee, member of the firm.
Two
Russo and Aquila were sunk.
Owing to the long drouth and the
gunboats were entirely destroyed. Four luck of feed on the ranges in the vi
torpedo boats were also burned. The cinity of Alamogordo, N. M., most of
fire spread from the ships to the the stock iB being shipped to the bait
shore, destroying waterfront buildings, Biver Valley, of Arizona, for the win
iiitrves and barges.
ter.
Since the resumption by Kamon de
F. E. Perrv. 32 years old, died at a
Valera of bis title of president of the
in Prescott as a result of in
hospital
Irish republic and the reconstltutlon Juries received when he fell from a
of the republican council of state,
car twelve

backed

ADVOCATE,

J.

ST(MGE

IS BIG PROBLEM
Convenient to Haul
Fertilizer Directly to Fields
for Distribution.

Not Always

8.

REPRESENTATIVES WILL
DEMAND THAT CAPITULATIONS
BE MAINTAINED.

STDRIE
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PREVENT
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Now Meet "Elsie Smith,"
ENVOYS

li

LEAGHIN8

Typewriter

nated "Elsie" against smallpox. The
certificate, signed personally by
was, the only vaccination certificate signed by him in his five years
at the hospital, the investigators say.
The detectives, Investigating "Elsie"
and her work, found that the pay
checks were indorsed with that name
and that below appeared the name "A.
E. Webb."
Both names were in the
same handwriting. They had been put
through a bank at which Webb does
business, according to an official of the
Gam-mag- e,

SECRETARY

HUGHES

SCOPE OF AMERICAN
PATION

PARTICI-

AT CONFERENCE.

Washington. Ambassador Child at
Rome and Minister Grew at Berne will
be the American observers at the Near
Eastern conference at Lausanne, the
State Department has announced here.
Hear Admiral Bristol, high commissioner at Constantinople, will be named
associate commissioner us his other du
ties will not permit lilrn to be in con
tinuous attendance ut the conference,
Instructions under which the American
group will act in presenting the viewpoint of the Washington government
to the peace conference, but without
taking any part In the peace negotia
tions themselves, have been sent to Mr.
Child as head of the group.
The scope of American participation
In the proceedings at Lausanne wus
quite clearly defined by Secretary
Hughes In his communication to the allied governments. Mr. Hughes.said :
"To safeguard American Interests
and to facilitate the exchange of views
the government of the United States
Is prepared to send observers to the
proposed conference If this action Is
agreeable to the powers concerned.
Without participating in the negotia
tions of the treaty of peace, these observers would be able to Indicate this
government's position In greater detail
than is possible in tills aide memoire
and they could also inform the American government of the attitude of the
other powers in mutters where there
are mutual Interests.
This outline IndicutuaV the broad
to the obcharacter of instruction
servers in order to muke the American
viewpoint on questions at Lausanne
available as they may urise, wherever
American Interests ure touched.
The points enumerated by Secretary
Hughes laid stress on the maintenance
of capitulations, which may be essential to the appropriate safeguarding of
Interests. American Interest In maintaining equality of commercial opportunity In Turkish territory,
while emphasized at severul points in
Mr. Hughes' communication, Is left to
third place In this tabulated outline of
particular points of American concern,
the

commercial

No

DEFINES

aspect

of

Material Loss Sustained Whe re
Concrete Pit Is Employed In
Cases of Heating Loss of
.Ammonia Takes Place.

In providing for the storage of manure during the periods when It Is Im
practical to take it directly to the
fields for distribution the choice rests
between some form of shed, or over
head shelter, and some kind of a pit,
or reservoir. It may seem that these
quite different forms of storage imply
different theories in regard to han
dling the waste, since one leaves the
manure exposed to the elements while
the other shelters and shields It from
rain and weather.
Temporary 8torage.
In making provision for temporary
manure two things are
of
storage
sought. The first is to prevent the
leaching away of soluble portions ; the
second is to eliminate heating in the
manure pile by crowding out the air
with moisture so that the bacteria
which cause hentlng will be denied
air from which they derive the oxygen
necessary for their work. Both the
pit and the overhend shelter ncconv
When
plish the first of these.
concrete pit Is used it makes no difference whether the manure Is under
cover or not so far as leaching Is con
The soluble portions cunnot
cerned.
When an
get away In either case.
overhead shelter is used, there will be
scant loss from leaching even if the
manure is not stored upon a concrete
floor, since the litter will retain the
liquid portion of the excrement, while
the roof overhead will keep off the rain
which would cause the pile to leach
Control Heat of Pile.
As for the second objective that of
controlling the heat of the pile the
pit Is supposed, theoretically, to take
care of this automatically through the
ruin that falls upon its exposed sur-

t

few

i

the settle-

ment, In the American view, thus apparently being subordinated to considerations Involving the personal status
of Americans in Turkey and to the
necessity of securing protection for
religious minorities and philanthropic
enterprises there.
Involved In the capitulations under
their maintenance is the whole question of existing Turkish law and the
fact that on all questions of personal Don't Leave Manure in Piles Exposed
status, such as marriage und divorce
to Weather and Conditions Favor
and many other mutters that touch
able to Loss by Washing.
most closely the lives of Individuals,
To eliminate heating It Is only
face.
Moslem religious authority is supreme
to crowd out the air In the
necessary
In Turkish courts.
Sometimes, howwaste by moisture.
ever, the amount of rainfall is not
129 New Congressmen.
sufficient to keep filled the Interstices
One
hundred and of the pile. In 3uch cases heating en
Washington.
new members will sit In sues and loss of ammonia takes place.
twenty-ninthe next House and the Senate mem- We have seen badly "firefanged"
bership will Include eighteen serving manure In open pits. Ilowever, this
their first terms, according to nn un- was due to neglect on the part of the
owner and might have occurred had
official list of members of the
Congress complied by William the mnnure been held under cover.
The chief virtue of this last form of
Tyler Page, clerk of the House.
storage Is that It permits one to regulate at will the amount of moisture
Killed By Mob After Sentence.
manure contains. In either case,
Kemal Be, that
Constuiitinople.-rA- ll
the result will be the same if the
r
of
the
alitor
manure is not permitted to dry out.
Sabah, who was arrested at
With the pit apd the overhend shel
on charge of subversive actions, ter making for the same results the
was killed by u mob after having been choice between them lies In other facHe tors, chief of which Is the matter of
officially condemned to death.
was taken before Gen. Kureddin handling the manure when It Is rePasha, military governor of Smyrna, moved. Unless a pit Is provided with
now on a tour of Inspection of the an underground cistern Into which the
Nationalist troops at Ismid, who pro- liquids can pass the task of removing
the manure is apt to be anything but
nounced the death sentence dramatically: "In the name of Islam, In the agreeable or easy at certain times. It
name of the Turkish nation, I con- is easier, also, to load manure Into a
demn you to death as a traitor to the spreader when it does not have to be
elevated from a pit sunk below the surcountry."
face of the earth. However, some pits
are so constructed that the spreader
German Cabinet Quits.
can be driven Into them. Home win
Berlin The cabinet of Chancellor see In the extra equipment necessary
Wlrth resigned ufter the united social- for handling of liquids an objection to
ists had voted not to participate in a the pit equipped with a cistern.
On
coalition ministry, which Included the other hand the use of liquid of
members of the German people's party. this kind on early crops Is sometimes
Dr. Joseph Wlrth has been chancellor an advantage.
All in all, while the
of Germany since May 10, 1021. The ends served are the same, the choice
Wlrth cabinet tendered Its resignation between a pit and an overhead shelter,
Oct. 22, 1921, but wus reformed with either In the form of a simple roof cova new personnel headed by Wlrth two ering or a more elaborate manure
house, Is one of personal choice.
days luter.

piIICAGO. The

Windy City Is hav
lng a reform spasm of sorts
and ull sorts of municipal graft stories
are coming to light. Just now the
common
people are laughing over
Elsie Smith." It appears that "Elsie's"
name first appeared upon the pay roll
of the Municipal Contagious Disease
hospital In October, 1921. She's been
drawing $80 a month as a typewriter
ever since. Her address was 2313 Federal street, which turns out to be an
automobile salesroom.
The superintendent of the hospital
is Dr. Arthur E. Gammage, who draws
$3,600 a year. A. E. Webb is a steward at the hospital.
Detectives engaged In looking Into
various matters In the interest of effi
ciency and reform report that Dr.
Grammage las. January signed a cer
tificate that he had formally vncci- ",

.

h

news-pape-

Is-m- ld

they were ordered to carry the name
on the pay roll and to mack 'Elsie'
present every da. 'Elsie Smith' did
not exist. She was simply an L. C.
Smith typewriter used In the office."
Mr. Webb was peeved about the matter at first, but his old mother prevailed upon him to 'fess up about
"Elsie."
Dr. Gammage denied all knowledge
of any pay roll padding. Nevertheless
Health Commissioner Bundesen, wlrd
Is new to the Job, asked Dr. Gammage
to take a leave of absence till "Elsie"
could he completely Investigated. Dr.
So Health ComGammage refused.
missioner Bundesen suspended him.

No Wonder They're Having

a Good Time

T

ST.
ENVEIt.
and Mine. Alexnn-de- r
Dnnlos of Paris are having
the time of their lives visiting all over
the United States. They were here
to see J. H. Meyers. They arrived In
New York September 11, and have visited acquaintances of wartime days In
New York, Boston, PIttsfield, Syracuse,
Buffalo, Chicago, Green Bay, St. Puul
and Omaha. From here they went to
Colorado Springs, and then go to Salt
take City, Son Francisco, Los Ange
les, Lns Vegas, Kansas City, St. Louis
and .Charleston.
At each city they
expect to meet the boys whom they
knew In France.
M. Danlos Is a Paris lawyer.
He
speaks no English and his wife speaks

but little. Nevertheless they have
had no difficulty In following their
"You
see," the French
Itinerary.
woman explnlnetl, "If we get Into a
railroad station and do not know what
to do, we start to talk French as loud
as we can. In a minute we see some
young fellow grinning and then we
know he has been in the American expeditionary forces, so we get him to
help us out. Everybody In America
has been so kind to us that we feel at
home wherever we go."
one of the Amerl- J. H. Meyers-I- s

ROhMuuVL

ti- l-

cans who enjoyed the Danlos' hospitality In France. He says that their
country place at Meusnes, In the center of the St. Algnan rest area, is a
bright spot In the memory of any A.
E. V. man who was fortunate enough
to have been billeted there. Madame
Danlos, he says, was a nursepar
excellent and that dozens of American
boys received tender care at her hands.
Since their wartime guests returned
to the United States Madame Danlos
has kept up regular correspondence
with 00 of them.
She knows Just
which ones have married, which ones
have children and what the new arrivals' names are. She has Invited
them all to come back "wlz zee wife
an' ze babees."

Do j Not Overcrowd the Poor Flivver!

e

Sixty-eight-

staff.
And what do you suppose this official goes on t- say about "Elsie?"
Why, merely this: "We have the statement of several employees who say

TAES MOINES, IA. The next
In order,
gentlemen, is- you
must not allow your lady friend to sit
on your lap.
In the privacy of the
parlor, yes If she Is willing but em
phatically not In the sent of an autoprohl-bltlo-

n

mobile.

Twenty women, representing the
Woman's Christian Temperance union,
the Young Women's Christian nssocla- on, the Woman's club of this city, the
invelers' Aid society, the Ministerial
association, the Girls' Community club
and the Young Men's Christian association met with Chief of Police John B.
Hammond here and demanded in a
resolution that the city council pass an
ordinance prohibiting the loading of

automobiles to the point "that the girls
have to sit on the men's laps." The
meeting was called by Mrs. Ida B.
Wise Smith, state president of the
Woman's Christian Temperance union.
A petition addressed to the city couifr'
cil, now being circulated, states that
immoral conditions in Des Moines are
largely due to practices in automobiles and tnxieabs.
"We call your attention to the rapidly growing evil of young girls riding In
automobiles seated on the laps of
young men," the petition reads. "This
leads to undue familiarity and the
'parked car' evil."
"We believe that these dangers to
our young manhood and" our young
womanhood can be very largely prevented by the adoption of proper ordinances with adequate penalties prohibiting the practices referred to."
Members of the city council Stave not
yet Indicated what action they will
take upon the proposed ordinance.
And nobody seems to have taken the
trouble to Inquire what the flivver gentlemen and their lady friends think
about the prospect of such an ordinance and what are the chances of enforcing It, If passed.

"Paddle Your Own Canoe" and Get Husky
Is he a white
MADISON, WIS.what the
freshmen

Of course, in time his
tan will wear off and the question will
lie answered. Well, anyway, by paddling a canoe 1,200 miles this summer,
traveling alone and earning his way,
studying to occupy his time In camp,
Milton H. Erlckson, of Beaver Dam, a
student In the University of Wisconsin, found a wuy to build up his health
and prepare himself to continue his
college course.
are asking.

Pale underweight, convalescent from
Infantile paralysis, and ''almost too
weak to walk
distance, he decided
Mrs. MacSwiney Jailed as Picket.
PREPARE LAND FOR ALFALFA last June thatany
he must do something
Washington. Mrs. Muriel MacSwi
for his health.
Starting out alone In
Desirabls on Thin or Worn Soils to
ney, widow of Terrence MacSwiney,
canoe, with $4.00 In cash and a small
Green Manure, Plow Deep and
former lord mayor of Cork, was arrestsupply of food, he paddled until late In
ed with eight other women, members of
Cultivate Well.
down the Ynhara, Rock and
August
the American Association for the Rec
Mississippi rivers, and back up the
It is often desirable before seeding Illinois, Hennepin canal and Rock. lie
ognition of the Irish Republic, while
marching before the British embassy alfalfa on "thin" or worn land to take returned robust, strong and ready for
armed with banners demanding the re- a year or two in preparing the soli college work.
lease of MacSwIney's sister, Miss Mary by green manuring, deep plowing, and
He earned his food along the way
MacSwiney, who is held prisoner In thorough cultivation; also liming when by cooking for campers, working for
the Irish Free State. Mrs. MacSwiney
necessary, with the application, when farmers, helping in a fish market, and
announced that she would not attempt possible, of uunure and phosphate
doing anything that turned up. lie re
to furnish bond.
turned vlth more money than lie had

at the start. His dally average mileage
was large; one day he covered 00 miles.
Along the way, he read 700 pages of
history, 470 pages of psychology, two
German books. As he Is a
student, the extra reading gave him a
long start in his academic studies.
Erlckson attracted much attention
along the way because he paddled in
swimming trunks and soon was so
tanned that he was scarcely recognized
as a white man. Campers could not
agree whether he was an Indian, Ne
gro, Mexican or Japanese. But everywhere people welcomed
him and
helped lilra along the way and be found
the trip delightful.

'
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The world admires a

A Booster;
it despises a knocker.

Boost your town and the home paper.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
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The

SYNOPSIS A foreword tells thl:
Motoring through Arizona a, party
father and daugnter
9
and a male comranion, atop to
a cattle round up. The girl
leaves the car and l attacked by
of
A masterpiece
a wild steer.
riding on the part of one of the
save her life. Then the
cowboy
story begins: Clay Lindsay, rance-rldon an Arizona ranch, announces his Intention to visit the
On the
"big town," New York.
train Clay becomes Interested In
a young woman. Kitty Mnson, on
her way t" New York to becom
ai'tres. She I
a motlon-plclrmarked as a fair prey by a fellow
traveler, Jerry Durand, gang politifighter. Clay
cian and
provokea a quarrel and throws DuOn his first
the
train.
rand from
day In New York Clay I splashed
with water by a janitor. That Inpunishes
dividual the range-ride- r
and leaves tied to a tire hydrant,
the ocA young woman who see
currence Invites Clay into her
house and hide him from the police.
Clay's "rescuer" Introduce
herself as Beatrice Whitford Lindsay meets her father. Colin WhltHe meet
ford.
Kitty Mason by
accident She ha been disappointed
In
Clay
her staice aspiration.
vlflt her. Kitty Is Insulted by a
customer. Clay punishes the
Outside, he Is attacked by
Jerry Durand and a companion
and beaten Insensible. Clay's acquaintance with Beatrice Whltford
ripens. Ills "side partner" on t
Arizona ranch. Johnnie Green,
comes to the "big town." The two
lake an apartment together. Word
comes that Kitty Mason Is In
trouble. Clay goes to the rescue
and Is helped by Annie Millikan.
He comes on a party of "gunmen,"
obviously waiting for his appearance. Clay "gets the drop" on the
thugs, locks them in a room and
escapes. With a thiater party,
which Includes the Whit fords. Clay
meets Kitty Mason, friendless and
penniless. Me leaves the party to
taks the Klrl to his apartment. Be-trts-r.- ts
Lindsay's Interest In
The two part In anger.
Kilty.
Hurt srd Indignant, Beatrice practically proposes marriage to an old
Bromfleld,
admirer, Clarence
Their
wealthy
enniigemem Is announced.
gang kidnaps Kitty. Clay
appeals to Annie Millikan. who
tells him where the girl is likely
found.
There Clay has a
(o h
hard gun and fist battle with Durand, and best him. Annie Is resof
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Continued.

asked lightly.

ytnierdny,"

?'"

Kt

In?

mnrrled

diiy hffore

tienmiMl.

''And who's tlit.-- hiippy clrl?"
"Kitty Mason. We Jos' walked to
tin cliiircii round the Punier. Cliiy, lie
toot up vtltli us anil kIvi the Itrltle
It's hie 'n' lief fur Arizona
way.
mko pronto."
e
li.'iitrice felt a queer Joyous lift
her us of some weiidit tlmt Imd
g)iie. In u sliifle limit h Johnnie hud
blown away the mists of nilMinder-- "
ntmnlitiK tliut for weeks; hud clouded
her vision. Iler hoiirt went out to
Clny wnli n rush of warm emotion.
The friend she luid distrusted was Mil
he had ever helieved hlni. lie was
more u iiuui too stunch to desert under pressure any one who hnd even a
siixht elnli'i on Ii in.
"I want lo meet lier. Will ynu tiring
her to see me tins afternoon, Jolin-e?" she nskeil.
Ilia fuce wns one glad Krln. "I sure
III. Y'hetcha. hy Jollies."
II,' did.
To ISeHtrice, busy wrltltiK n letter,
cniue Jenkins Home hours later.
"A youni; person to see you, Miss
Whitford." He said It with a manner
1
apologetic that It stressed Ills opinion of the social status of the visitor.
"What kind of a person?"
From the
"A young woman, Miss.
country. I tjke it."
"She didn't irlve you a can)?"
"No, Miss. She ciune with the period Mr. Whitford took on to 'elp with
the work houtslde."
And
Show them both up.
"Oh!
bve tea writ In, Jenkins."
Kitty' shy eyes lifted apprehensively to those of tills slim young patrician so heaiitifully and simply gowned.
Ilentriee
Instantly her fears fled.
moved swiftly to her with holh hands

outstretched.

"I'm so glad to meet you."
Slic UIkmmI the young wife with tin- custoiiie I tenderness. For the t.'ol-rucertain
i girl had nitwit her

nexlesty that was disarming, n appeal i helplessness Beatrice could
not resist.
Ki'ty, In the arms of iter hostess,
wept d few

tears..

She hnd heen

un-

strain In anticipating the order
deal of meeting Johnnie's mistress, n ml
die h,td discovered her to he a very
girl.
sweet,
At for Johnnie, lie had a mlserahly
.
He had brought his
liuppy
hat fa with hlni and he did not know-hoto dispose of It. What he did
do wns to keep It revolving In his
This had to be abandoned
huteU.
when iliss Whitford handed hltn a
tea and a
quite tmneceaaary cup of
warm-hearte-

half-hour-

"I'll speak to Clary about it. Maybe
he'll take you on as a groom," she said
with surface lightness.
As soon as they reached home Beatrice led the way Into the library.
Bromfleld was sitting there with her

father. They were talking over plans
for the annual election of officers of
the Bird Cage Mining company. Whitford was the largest stockholder and
owned
Bromfleld
the next biggest
block.
They controlled it between
them.

"Dad, Rob Roy bolted and Mr. Lindsay stopped him before I was thrown."
Whitford rose, the color ebbing from
his cheeks. "I've always told you that
brute was dangerous. I'll offer him

Colin Whitford had been telling
Clny the Btory of how a young

The cowptinelitT's scorot liurst from
aUu. "I done got uiiirrietl, Miss lit'u-trt'-e"Vou '.vluif
"I tip mid

emotions.

I've been a horrid ltttle prig, Clay (o
the letter ran). Won't you come over
tomorrow and go riding with me?
BEATRICE.

Wliat did you drink tlmt hits made
yen go h tippy tills morning, Johnnie?"
--

"You've known me all along," he
charged.
"Of course I've known you knew
you when you stood on the steps after
you had tied the Janitor."
"I knew you, too?"
"Why didn't you sny so?"
"Did you expect me to make that
Her troubled smile, grave and sweet, grandstand play on the 'parada' a
touched him closely. It was In his claim on yore kindness? I didn't do a
man
horoscope that the spell of this young thing for you that day any
wouldn't have done. I happened to
Diana must be upon him.
He put his hand on hers as It rested be the lucky fellow that got the chance.
on the pommel of the saddle and gave That's all. Come to that, It was up
It a slight pressure. "You're a good to you to do the recognizing If any
was done. It had worked out that you
scout, HT pardner."
But It was Beatrice's way to step didn't know me, but once or twice from
up to punishment and take what was things you said I almost thought you
did."
coming. As a little girl, while still al"I meant to tell you some time, but
most a baby, she had once walked up
well. I wanted to see how long you
to her mother, eyes flashing with splr- could keep from telling me. Now you've
done it again."
"I'd like to ride with you the rest
of yore life," he said unexpectedly.
They trembled on the edge of
It was the girl who rescued them from the expression of their

I've told you how humble I feel today.
I might have trusted you. Why didn't
I? It would huve been easy for me
to have taken your little friend In and
That's
made things right for her.
what I ought to have done. But, Instead of that Oh, I hate myself for
the way I acted."

two-lin-

cued.

had snatched Beatrice from
under the hoofs of a charging steer.
His daughter and the Arlzonan listened without comment.
"I've always thought I'd like to explain to tlint young man I didn't mean
to Insult him hy offering money for
saving Bee. But you see he didn't
give me nny chance. I never did learn
his name," concluded the mining man.
"And of course we'd like him to
know t tin t we appreciate what he did
for me," Beatrice added. - She looked
at Clay, and a pulse beut in her soft
throat.
"I reckon he knows that," Lindsay
suggested. "You must 'a' thought him
mighty rude for to break away like
you say he did."
"We couldn't understand It till afterward. Mr. Br Held had slipped him
hill and naturally he rea
sented It." Miss Whltford's face bubShe
bled with reminiscent mirth.
looked a question at Clay. "What do
you suppose that Impudent young scalawag did with the fifty?"
"Cot drunk on It most likely."
"lie feil It to his horse. Clary was
furious."
"lie would be," said the cattleman
dryly. In spile of the best Intentions to
he generous to his successful rival.
"But I reckon I know why yore grandstand friend In chaps pulled such a
play. In Arizona you can't square
such things with money. So far as I
can make out the puncher didn't do
anything to write home about, but he
didn't want pny for It anyhow."
"Of course, Rroinfleld doesn't understand the West," said Whitford.
"I wouldn't like that young puncher
half so well If he'd taken the money."
"He didn't need to spoil a perfectly
r
bill, though," admitted
good
'
Clay.
he
did," denied Bentrlce.
"Yes,
"That wns Ids protest against Clarendon's nilsjudgnipnt of him. I've always
thought It perfectly splendid In Its
Some day I'm going to tell
Insolence.
fifty-dolla- r

him so."

!

"It happened In yVur corner of ArIf you ever find out
izona, Lindsay.
who the chap wns I wish you'd let us
know." Whitford said.
"I'll remember."
"If you yolmg people are going riding"

I

By WILLIAM MACLEOD RAINE

supertluous plate of toasted Kngllsti
mulling. He wished his hands had not
been so big and red and freckled.
Also he had an uncomfortable suspicion that his tow hair waa tousled
and uncombed in spite of his attempts
at home to plaster It down.
He declined sugar and cream because for some reason it seemed easier to sny "No'ra" than "Yes," though
lie always took both with tea. And he
disgraced himself by scalding his
tongue and fulling to suppress the
pain. Finally the plate, with his muffin, carefully balanced on his knee,
from some devilish caprice plunged
over the precipice to the carpet and
the bit of china broke.
Whereupon Kitty gently reproved
him, as was her wifely duty.
"I ain't no society fellow," the distressed puncher explained to his hostess, tiny beads of perspiration on his
forehead.
Beatrice had already guessed as
much, but she did not admit It to
Johnnie, She and Kitty smiled at each
other in that common superiority
which their sex gives them to any
mere man upon such un occasion. For
Mrs. John Green, though afternoon tea
was to her an alien custom, took to
It as a duck to water.
Miss Whitford handed Johnnie an
envelope. "Would It be too much trouble for you to take a letter to Mr.
Lindsay?" she asked very casually as
they rose to go.
The bridegroom snld he was much
obliged and he would be plumb tickled
to take a message to Clay.
When Clny read the note his blood
e
It was a characteristic
glowed.
apology:

"NO VIOLENCE!"

Round Up A

Big-To- wn

Copyright by William MacLeod Raine
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We'd better get started.
Quite
right, Dad. We're off. Clarendon will
probably cnll up. Tell him I'll be In
about
She pinched her father's ear, kissed
hltn on one ruddy cheek, then on the
other, anil Joined Clay at the door.
They were friends again, hnd been
for almost half an hour, even though
they hail not yet been alone together,
hut their friendship was to hold reservations now. The shadow of Clarendon
llromlield rode between them. They
were a little stiff with each other, not
A conso etisual as they had been.
sciousness of sex had obtruded Into
the ohl hoylsh camaraderie.
After a brisk canter they drew their
horses together for a walk.
Beatrice broke the Ice of their comShe looked directly at
monplaces.
"I don't
him, her cheeks flushing.
know how you're going to forgive me.
Clay. I've been awf'ly small and priggish. I hte to think I'm ungenerous,
but that's Just what I've been."
"Let's forget It." he said gently.
"No, I don't want to forget not til!

Her Troubled Smile, Grave and Sweet,
Touched Him Closely.

and pronounced Judgment on her"I've turn to be spanked. I broke
Clolre's doll an' I'm glad of It, mean
old Hug. So there 1" Now she was not
going to let the subject drop until she
had freed her soul.
"No, Clny, I've been a poor sportsman. When my friend needed me I
failed him. It hurts me, because oh,
When the test came I
you know.
wasn't there. One hates to be a quitIt,

self.

ter."

Her humility distressed him, though
he loved the spirit of her apology.
"It's all right, Bee. Don't you worAll friends misunderstand each
ry.
other, but the real ones clear things
up."
She hnd not yet told him the whole
truth and she meant to make cleun
confession.
"I've been a miserable little fool."
She stopped with a little catch of the
breath, flamed red, and plunged on.
Her level eyes never flinched from his.
"I've got to out with It, Clay. You
won't misunderstand, I know. I was
Jealous. I wanted to keep your frienddidn't want to shnre
ship to myself
It with another girl, That's bow mean
I am."
"I've
A warm smile lit his face.
sure enough found my friend again
this nio'nln."
Her smile met his. Then, lest barriers fall too fast between them, she
put her horse to a gallop.
As they moved Into the park a snorting automobile leaped past them with
muffler open. The horse upon which
Beatrice rode was a young one. It
gave Instant signals of alarm, went
sunflshlng on Its hind legs, came down
to all fours, and bolted.
Beatrice kept her head. She put her
weight on the reins with all the grip
of her small, strong hands. But the
horse hnd the bit In its teeth. She
felt herself helpless, flying wildly down
the road at Incredible speed. Bushes
and trees, the reeling road, a limousine,
a mounted policeman, all flew by her
with blurred detail,
She became aware of the rapid thud
of hoofs behind, of a figure beside her
riding knee to knee, of a brown hand
taking hold of the rein close to the bit.
The horses
The speed slackened.
pounded to a halt.
The girl found herself trembling.
She leaned back In a haze of dizziness
against an arm which circled her
shoulder and waist. Memory leaped
across the years to that other time
when she had rested In his arms, his
heart beating against hers. In that
moment of deep understanding of herself, Beatrice knew the truth beyond
any doubt. A new heaven and a new
earth were waiting for her, but she
could not enter them. For she herself
had closed the gate and locked It fast.
His low voice soothed and comforted
her.
"I'm all right," she told hltn.
Clay withdrew his arm. "I'd report
that fellow If I had his number," he
said. "You stick to yore saddle fine.
rider."
You're one straight-ti"I'll ask Mr. Hromlleld to give you
fifty dollars again," she laughed nervously.
That word "again" stuck In his

for sale today."
"And I've discovered that we know
the man who saved me from the wild
steer in Arlzonn. It was Mr. Lindsay."
"Lindsay!" Whitford turned to him.
"Is that right?"
"It's correct."
Colin Whitford, much moved, put a
hand on the younger man's shoulder.
"Son, you know what I'd like to tell
you. I reckon I enn't sny It right."
"We'll consider It snld, Mr. Whitford," answered Clay with his quick,
boyish smile. "No use in spillln' a lot
of dictionary words."
"Why didn't you tell us?"
"It was nothln' to brag about."
Bromfleld came to time with a thin
words of thanks. "We're all greatly
In your debt, Mr. Lindsay."
As the days passed the malicious
Jealousy of the New York clubman
deepened to a steady hatred. A fellow
of
temper, his
vanity writhed at the condition which confronted him. He was
engaged to a girl who preferred another and better man, one against
whom he had an unalterable grudge,
He recognized In the westerner an
resilience,
eager energy, a clean-cu- t
and an abounding vitality he would
have given a great deal to possess.
His own early manhood had been frittered away in futile dissipations and
he resented bitterly the contrast between himself and Lindsay that must
continually be present In the mind of
the girl who had promised to marry
him. He had many adventitious things
to offer her such advantages as modern civilization has made desirable to
hothouse women but he could not
give the clean, splendid youth she
craved. It was the price he had paid
for many sybaritic pleasures he had
been too soft to deny himself.
With only a little more than two
weeks of freedom before her, Beatrice
made the most of her days. For the
first time In her life she became a
creature of moods. The dominant ones
were rebellion, recklessness and repentance. While Bromfleld waited and
fumed she rode and tramped with
Clay. It was not fair to her affianced
lover. She knew that. But there were
times when she wanted to shriek as
dressmakers and costumers fussed
over her and wore out her Jangled
nerves with multitudinous details.
The same hysteria welled up In her
occasionally at the luncheons and dinners thut were being given In honor of
her approaching marriage.
It was not logical, of course. She
was moving toward the destiny she
had chosen for herself. But there was
an Instinct In her, savage and primitive, to hurt Bromfleld because she
herself was suffering. In the privacy
of her room she passed hours of tearful regret for these bursts of fierce
Insurrection.
Ten days before the wedding Beatrice wounded his vanity flagrantly.
Clarendon wns giving an Informal tea
for her at his rooms. Half an hour
before the time set, Beatrice got him
on the wire and explained that her
car was stalled with engine trouble
d

two miles from Yonkers.

"I'm awfly sorry, Clary," she
pleaded. "We ought not to have come
so far. Please tell our friends I've
and I won't do it
been delayed,
again."
Bromfleld hung up the receiver In a
cold fury. He restrained himself for
the moment, made the necessary explanation, and went through with the
But as soon as his
tea somehow.
guests were gone he gave himself up

(M
'J$rr
'

"Whatta you want me to do? Com
to his anger. He begun planning
revenge on the man who no doubt wns clean."
gambling-house- ,
"Could we get him Into
He
laughing In his sleeve at Mm.
arrange some disgraceful nilxup
wanted the fellow exposed, discredited
with a woman, get the place raided by
and humiliated.
But how?
Walking op and down the police, and have the whole thing
his room like a caged panther, Brom- come out In the papers?"
fleld remembered that Lindsay had
Jerry's slltted eyes went off Into
other enemies In New York, powerful spuee. The thing could be arranged.
The trouble In getting Lindsay was
ones, who would be eager to
ate with him In bringing about the to draw him into a trap he could not
man's downfall, was It possible for break through. If Bromfleld could dehim to work with them under cover? liver his enemy Into his hands, Durand
thought he would be a fool not to
If so, In what way?
As for
Clarendon Bromfleld was not a crim- make the most of the chance.
swell's stipulation
inal, but a conventional member of this
that could be
society. It was not In his mind or In against physical Injury,
his character to plot the murder or Ignored If the opportunity offered.
"Can you bring this Lindsay to a
mayhem of his rival. What he wanted
Will he come with
was a public disgrace, one that would gambllng-dnmpblare his name out to the newspapers you?" demanded the gang politician.
"I think so. I'm not sure. But If I
as a lawbreaker. He wanted to sicken
Beatrice and her father of their do that, can you fix the rest?"
"It'll cost money."
strange Infatuation for LIndsny.
"How much will you need?"
A plan began to unfold Itself for
"A coupla thousand to start with.
him. It was one which called for exMore before I've finished. I've got to
He
called
up
Jerry
assistance.
pert
salve the cops."
Durand, got him on the telephone, and
Bromfleld had prepared for this conhim
meet
to
an
made
appointment
He counted out a thousand
tingency.
secretly.
dollars In bills of large denominations.
"I'll cut that figure In two. UndeCHAPTER XV
rstand. He's not to be hurt. I won't
have any rough work."
"No Violence."
"Leave that to me."
sot back In the cbnlr
The
"And you've got to arrange It so
his
blnck
an
cigar,
unllghted
chewing
house Is raided I escape
Scars tlint when the
fishy eyes fixed on Bromfleld.
without being known."
southe
colorless
face,
still decorated
"I'll do that, too. Leave your advenirs of a battle In which he hnd
and I'll send a man up later to
dress
Durhated.
been bested by a man he
as to the scheme wheu I get
wise
you
He
and had a cupnclty for silence.
fixed up."
one
waited now for this exquisite from the
On a sheet torn from his memoranupper world to tell his business.
dum book Bromfleld wrote the name
Clarendon discovered that lie had an of the club which he most
frequented.
unexpected repugnance to doing this,
"Don't forget the newspapers. I
of
sense
the
fastidious
A
obligations want them to get the story," snld th8
of class served hltn for a soul and the
rising.
could
to
not he clubman,
do
thing he was about
"I'll see they cover the raid."
of
loose
In
code
his
Justified even
Bromfleld, massaging a glove onto
ethics. He examined the ferule of his his long fingers, added another word
Malacca cane nervously.
of caution. "Don't slip up on this
"I've come to you, Mr. Durnnd, thing.
Lindsay's a long way from
about about a fellow called LIndsny."
being a soft mark."
The bulbous eyes of the other nar"Don't I know It?" snapped Durnnd
rowed. He distrusted on principle all viciously.
"There'll be no slip-uthis
were
met
kid gloves. Those he had
time If you do your part. Weil get
mostly ambitious reformers. Further- him, and we'll get hlra right."
"Without any violence, of course."
more, any stranger who mentioned the
name of the Arlzonan became instant"Oh, of course."
Was there a covert hut derisive Jeer
ly an object of suspicion.
"What about him?"
concealed In that smooth assent?
"I understand that you and he are Bromfleld did not know, but he took
I've gathered away with him an unease that disnot on friendly terms.
that from what's been told me. Am I turbed his sleep thnt night.
correct?"
Before the clubman was out of the
Durand thrust out his salient chin. hotel, Jerry was snapping Instructions
"Say! Who the h1 are you? What's at one' of his satellites.
"Traill thnt fellow. Find where he
eatln' you? Whatta you want?"
goes, who he is, what girl he's mashed
"I'd rather not tell my nnme."
"Nothln' doln'. No name, no busi on, nllj about hlra. See If he's hooked
up with Lindsay. And how? Hop to
ness. That goes."
I
Did you get a slant at hltn as he
"Very well. My name is Bromfleld. it
This fellow Lindsay gets In my way. went out?"
"Sure I did. He's my meat."
I want to eliminate him."
The trniler vanished,
"Are you askln' me to croak him?"
Jerry stood at the window, still sulI don't want him
"Good G d. no
chewing his unllghted cigar, and
lenly
Bromfleld,
cried
hurt physically,"
watched his late visitor and the trailer
alarmed.
In the
themselves
hurrying
The lose
"Whatta you want, then?"
crowds.
mouth and the harsh voice
"White-livere'No

j

a

er

d

?

p

I

tight-lippe- d

called for a showdown.
"I want him discredited disgraced."
"Why?"
"Some friends of mine are infatu
ated by him. I want to unmask him

violence,
simp.
Mr. Durand.' limp ! Different here."
An evil grin Voke through on the
thin-lippecruel face.
Wheu Bromfleld

suggested

to Clay

with n .touch of stiffness that he would
be glad to show him a side of New
York night life probably still unfamil
iar to him, the cattleman felt a
He
surprise he cnrefully concealed.
guessed that this was a belated attempt on the part of Miss Whltford's
fiance to overcome the palpable dislike
he hnd for her friend. If so, the Impulse that Inspired the offer wns a
creditable one. Lindsay had no desire
to take In any of the plague spots of
the city with Bromfleld. Something
about the society man set his back up,
to use his own phrase. But because
this was true he did not Intend to be
outdone In generosity hy a successful
rival.. Promptly and heartily he accepted the invitation. If be had
known that a note and a card from
Jerry Durand lay In the vest pocket
of his cynical host while he was holding out the olive branch, It Is probable
the Arlzonan would have said, "No,
thank you, kind sir,"
The note mentioned no names. It
said, "Wednesday, at Maddock's, 11
p. ni. Show this card."
And to Maddock's, on Wednesday,
at an hour something earlier then 11,
the New Yorker led his guest after a
call at one or two clubs.
Even from the outside the place had
Are You? What's a dilapidated look that surprised
"8ay! Who the H
Eatln' You? Whatta You Want?"
Lindsay. The hell was of that brand
pulling till yon discover It
In a public way so as to disgust them you keep
Is out of order.
Decayed gentility
with him."
marked the neighborhood, though the
"I'm hep. It's a girl."
blank front of the houses looked Im"We'll not dlscuBS that," said the
clubman with a touch of hauteur. peccably respectable.
"As to the price, If you can arrange
the thing as 1 want It done, I'll not
"I've been a horrid little prig,
haggle over terms."
Clay. Won't you come over
listened sourly to
The
and go riding with me?"
He watched
Bromfleld's proposition.
vis
dressed
this
fashionably
narrowly
itor. Ills suspicions still stirred, but
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
so
not
actively. He was inclined to
Speaking of shade trees most fambelieve In the sincerity of the fellow's
hatred of the westerner.
Jealousy ily trees are more or less "shady.
over a girl could easily account for It.
Everyone believes a great manj
Jerry did not Intend to Involve him
things that It Is difficult to prove.
self until he had made sure.

Mr. Ruth Williamson
Birmingham, Ala. "After becoming
a mother my health gave way. I suffered severely with a pain low down

In my right side. My sister-in-lahaving been cured of a bad case of
feminine trouble by taking Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, advised me to
take It, which I did. I am now starting
on my third bottle and the pain has all
left me. My husband said to me the

other day, 'That Favorite Prescription
must be a wonderful medicine, I don't
hear you complaining any more.'"
Mrs. Ruth Williamson, 4016 First
Avenue.

You should
obtain this famous
Prescription now at your nearest drug
store, In tnblets or liquid, or write Dr.
Pierce, President Invalids' Hotel In
Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice.

at

Ached

Home.

returned after several days'

A pupil

absence:
"Why were you absent?" the teacher asked.
"I had an ache," replied the pupil.

"Where?"
"At home."

!

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

6

Bell-an- s

water

Hot

Sure Relief
ELL-AN- S
256 and 754 Packages. Everywhere
Not Interested.
you attach Importance to the
Einstein theory?"
"No," replied Senator Sorghum. "We
may as well forget It. I never heard
of Its making votes for anybody."
"Do

A Snappy "Yes."
n,
Mr. Eanklelgh

Is
coming here tonight. If he asks me
to mnrry him how shall I answer?
Mother Promptly, my child. BosDatighter--M-

ton Transcript.

Weak and Miserable?
Are you dull, tired and achy bothered with a bad back? Do you lack
ambition, suffer headaches and dizz-

inessfeel "all worn out"? Likely your
kidneys are to blame. Lameness, sharp
stabbing pains, backache and annoying
urinary disorders are all symptonu oi
weakened kidneys. Don't wait for more
serious trouble. Get back your health
and keep it! Use Doan's Kidney P1!.
Thousands of folks tell their merit;
Ask your neighbor!

A Colorado Case

Mrs. S. J. Edwards, 409 Petroleum Ave., Florence, Colo., says:
"I couldn't walk
on account of the
lameness In my
back and limbs.
Every time I attempted to move,
sharp, cutting
went
pains
through my back
and sides. I used
Doan's Kidney
and they
PillsDoan's
have
helped me wonderfully,
never failed to rid me of an attack
of kidney trouble,"
Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bo

Mate

DOAN'S ViB

CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.

COCKROACHES
WATER BUGS

ANTS

BY USING

EASILY KILLED

STEARNS'

PASTE

ELECTRIC

It also kill rats and mice. It forces
these pests to run from building1 for water
and fresh air. A ISe box contains enough
to kill 60 to 100 rata or mice. Get It from
your drug or general store dealer today.
READY FOR
THAN TRAPS

Nov; Hair
gt

Tonic
Don't
bald,
much nor ptrasani.
r direct

iron

ai

PJMWI

sap

get

au

tpia

abould be grow
lug all the time.
It will if to a
today

It's

gooa aruggisttj, too,
Ch.ii.ri. Mm
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MgMTH
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Are your horses cough- -'
ins or running at the
nose? If o, give them "SPOHN'S."
A valuable remedy for Coughs,
Influenza, Pink
Distemper.
and Worm among horses tnd
mules. An occasional dose "tones"
them up. Sold at all drug stpres.
Colds,
Eye

Cuticura Talcum
" Fasclsatinglr

Fragrant

Always Healthful
Soup

25c, Ointment 25 nd 50c, Talcum 25c
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THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE,

In Winter Fabrics
KI'ICCIAI, RUSH SKKVIG'K
arrurril It
you mention till paper when writing
firm below.

Brocade

Crepe and Satin Is in THE
the Modish List.
in

HOTEL METKOPOLE
UKNVER, COI.O.

Weaves Have Suppleness
Adapted to Draperies That DIs--.
tlngulsh Straight Silhouette.

Shlmmerlnfl

Eminently fireproof. American and
European plan. Hatrs fi.no yp.
DIAMONDS AND WATCHRS.
1IOHM-ALI.K-

JEWELRY

N

ani

PIANOS

player pianos oi our own
manufacture of every description.
Free exchange privilege, lowest
Write for
prices, reasonahle 'terms.
a catalog:, prices.
A
TUB IIAI.IIWIIV
lfl.18 t'lillrornlll

Taxidermy, Furs

;T)T"N

fc'T't&i

Gme Hc'N
rur Rn(. Tan

"

J

0 jf

,j

COMPANY

Hi,

- etc.

catalog
1023-2- 5

MACHINERY, PIPE,

rur

mounted--

and

-

maka

Ladies' nnd Genu'
Coats made to order

wanted. JONAS BROS.,
Broadway. Denver, Colo.
RAILS AND SUPPLIES

We buy and sell. Send us your Inquiries.
The Denver Metnl & Mnchlnery Co.
Offices 13th & Uirlmer Sts. Warehouse
ana yarns 1st to 3d on Larimer, Denver.

FOUNTAIN PEN HOSPITAL

Prompt repairs for all makes. Our "Pen
Doctor" guarantees to fit any hand.
Krnilrlrk-llrlliim- y
Watermans sold on trial.
Co., 10th St., Cor, Stoat, Denver.

'

2 I loth SU Denver
Thirty-fiv- e
Yonrs Old. Come to Denver for business tmlnlnic.
Positions
secured. Ksrn part of expenses. Write
for free ciitalog;.

STOVE REPAIRS

for your old stove and furnace. All
makes. Ask your dealer.
The J. A. IIATTIN STOVE SUPPLY CO.
1041-4- 3
Jjawrenee St., Denver, Colo.

MUKMATlM iWAiiliHlM
Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Colorado

River Commission Sets.
Santa Fe, N. II. The first session
of the Colorado river commission,
with Secretary of Commerce Hoover
presiding, got under wuy here with
-delegates in attendance representing
all of the seven western states involved in the controversy over the dis
tribution of the waters of the Colorado
river. The conference whs being held
at Bishop's Lodge, four miles from
Santa Fe.

n no.

1

Charcoal for Swine

1

To prevent worms, keep the
charcoal mixture before the pigs all the time:

following

Charcoal, 1 bushel.
Hardwood ashes, 1 bushel.
Salt, 8 pounds.
lime, I pounds.
Sulphur, 4 pounds.
Pulverized copperas, 2 pounds.
First mix the lime, salt, and
sulphur thoroughly, and then mix
in the charcoal and ashes. Dissolve the copperas in two quarts
of hot water and sprinkle it over
the whole mass, mixing thorough-

It is quite certain that some lovely
costumes will be Introduced during
the season for the sumptuous fabrics
now In vogue cannot full to prove tin
Inspiration to the designers at home
and abroad, observes a fashion authorFor the last two seasons there has
been an Insistent demand for soft,
clinging draperies. There was an infinite variety of black crepes and later
on, or, to be perfectly accurate, this
summer, there was a transforming of
a somber world Into a flower garden.
This reaction from the dull black
crepe to the more elaborate and colorful materials of the moment is now
seen In the Increasing enthusiasm for
the blistered silks which
are so
favored in Paris and which promise
to be even more so during the present
season.
Colors for day-tim- e
may be
eubdued for the more formal winter
modes, but the vogue for figured fabrics Is steadily Increasing.
Crepe de chine will continue to hold
the foremost position among winter
fubrics, but the crepes with dull' sur
faces, which have hitherto been suRadiating from the center of the
preme, have now yielded first place crown
of her hat over the brim with
to the lustrous varieties. These shimshort lengths In front, lengthening to
mering weaves possess a suppleness
ward the back are ribbon streamers,
perfectly adapted to the draperies row upon row. At the
back, the streamUnit distinguish the straight silhouette
ers reach to the very hem of the skirt,
'
of today.
fastened In at the waistline to give an
Brocades In crepes and satins In effect
and distinctive. The
brilliant colors are expected to figure dahlias charming
which trim the crown of the
on
modish
the
list.
prominently
hat and the girdle are made of very
Lace, especially the metal patterns, narrow
ribbon, row upon row, surk sure to be much In evidence this
a tiny button.
winter.
These metal laces are pro- rounding
duced in new and interesting ways.
For example, gold and sliver threads threads. Then there Is a new trimmay be combined, and then the woven ming lace in either gold or sliver In
threads dyed any color, so that the which a fine braid is used to form
silk thread takes the tint and gives
great motifs of leaves which are
tone to the whole tissue.
This gives Joined together In the most exquisite
it fragile effect with a mere hint of
patterns. Combined with the rather
color, Interwoven with the metallic dull gold or sliver leaves made of solid
braiding Is a solid bright gold flower,
In an efTRIMMED WITH MONKEY FUR the metal thread being used
fect which Is called in French mos-seu- x
and which is, Indeed, only mossy
In

KNITTED
in

.

FROCKS

'

FOR GIRLS

Weave and Unusual Color
Feature Garments
for Little Misses.

Blendlngs

Store this In a barrel under
ly.
shelter, and keep some of It In
an open shallow box where the
hogs can get It as they wish.
Bureau Animal Industry, United
States Department Agriculture.

GUARD AGAINST

Borne.

Austria-Hungar-

Black matelasse makes an
Jacket. The monkey
adds a note of interest.

HOG CHOLERA

If Herd Is Treated Immediately or
First Sign of Disease loss
Will Be Small.
(Prepared by the United Slates Department
of Agriculture.)
Watch for the first hog to show signs
of cholera, advises the United States
Department of Agriculture,
if the
herd Is treated immediately it Is gen
erally possible to save the herd with
but few losses. If the disease, how
ever, Is allowed to reach all the anl
inals before the serum preventive treat
ment Is applied heavy losses may be
a
serum Is
expected.
preventive add not a cure for hog
cholera, the department points out.
Whenever a hog dies of an unknown
cause the owner should watch his herd
closely for at least a week, and If any
more hogs in the herd begin to show
signs of sickness a veterinarlun should
be called Immediately, for the chances
are that hog cholera has reached the
herd and prompt action In applying the
serum treatment Is the only thing that
will save the well anlinnls. A high
temperature, ranging from 105 degrees F., to 108 degrees F., In a hog
that staggers when It walks, is a
pretty good Indication of hog cholera.
Such hogs should be segregated and
not allowed to mingle with other hogs
or to wander about, for they will
spread the disease wherever they go.
sometimes In places where It is Impos
sible to disinfect.
Hogs that die on
the farm should he burled, or, prefer

Knitted fnbrlcs promise to be exceedingly good for little girls' autumn
and winter frocks, and some of them
show decided novelty In weave, and
unusual color blendlngs.
Naturally,
?"- for children's wear, some firmness of
jf
weave is necessary, and this need is
met in a variety of new material
that have all the softness that could
be desired, In combination with a cer
tain sttirdlness of texture.
Many frocks developed in such ma
teiials are very simply trimmed with
wool embroidery and wool cord ; for
the material.!, as often as not show
some novelty of weave, or a stripe, or
even a silk embroidered dot in con
Hogs With Strong Constitutions Ar
trastlng color; so a great deal of trimMore Able to Withstand Disease
ming Is neither appropriate nor neces
sary.
ably, burned, In order to prevent birds
Insects and anlrnuls that visit the car
Satin Hats.
cass from spreading the disease.
In
satin
black
and In
hats,
Large
Usuully the disease is most preva
of
all shades
brown, are featured In lent during the full .months and losse;
the smart millinery shops. Twisted are invariably heavy in herds where
velvet rosettes or flowers of velvet or owners neglect to Immunize their hog!
silk ure frequently the only trimming. before the disease reaches them, 01
fail )o cull a veterinarian hnmedliitelj
on Its first appearance.
Earrings.
Long earrings of cut steel have at
most the brilliancy of stone settings.
MEDIUM STEERS PROFITABLE

i'v
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Wrecks House of Ward Ruler.
A bomb explosion jolted
Alderman William II. O'Toole and his
family from bed and damaged their
residence in West Garfield boulevard.
The alderman said he was unable to
assign a cause for the attack, although the police supposition was that
a possible political animus may have
been behind It. A meeting of ward
captains was held at the alderman's
home recently.
Chicago.

World Armies Reduced.
The armies of the vanquished in the World War have been
reduced to 100,000 men for Germany,
and 30,000 each lor
and Bulgaria, according to the newspaper La Epocu, which has collected
statistics on t lie military strength of
various countries lu Europe from official sources.

character.

Novelty

5.

Cut-Ste-

fur

Mail Clerks Are Sentenced.
Council Bluffs. Iowa. Eleven of the
thirty-fou- r
railway mail clerks who
pleaded guilty to larceny from the French Maker Devises
Interesting Gar
malls In connection with alleged
ment to Be Worn With Afterwholesale thefts from the Union
noon Dresses.
Pacific mall turaiinul here were sen11.
J. Wade
tenced by Federal Judge
Many of the most Important dressto varying terms In both federal und makers disclaim any effort toward the
state penal Institutions. Twenty-tw- o
sensational silhouette. To meet the
others were placed on probation until demand for new styles they vary their
the next term of court, when they characteristic lines by beautiful fabmust submit to the court a written re- rics, striking colors and trimming deport from two disinterested persons as tails.
Chanel has made no basic changes
to their conduct in the interm,ln. ,
In the styles which site exploits.
Her
dresses
are strnightllne, many of
Rockefeller Photoed While Voting.
them with beautiful embroideries. She
New York. A news photographer uses Inces
Among her pretprofusely.
prevailed upon John D. Itockefeller to tiest models nre some frocks of flow
submit to a picture while lie depos ered silks, the flowers scattered over
ited his vote In. i lie ballot box. But a plain background in tlu form of
when the photographer nskud for an large motifs. These silks are veiled
other pose, Air. itockefeller demurred. with lace, giving an extremely pleas"They might think I'm a repeater," he ing effect. Several of her afternoon
by little
objected. He finally submitted lo a dresses nre accompanied
Such models fre..second exposure after exuctlng a sleeveless Jackets.
promise that !he first plute would be quently carry Russian embroideries.
The greatest change In the models
destroyed.
made by Callot is in the colorings.
There is a considerable showing of
Protest Imprisonment of Leader.
paler shades of blue and rose. She
Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Workers belonghas given preference to these paler
ing to the' Maritime League were on hues over the rich oriental shades
strike here In protest against the al- which she used lust season. She also
leged unlawful imprisonment of Ri- used many silks in pompadour effects.
Other than in color Callot has done
ca r do Flores Mugon, former Mexican
rebel leader, In Leavenworth prison,
Kansas. Magon In 1017 wus sentenced
Tarn o' Shanter.
to twenty years for complicity la a
A new version of the always becomCommunist plot in Los Angeles. The ing draped hat on Turn o' Shanter lines
workers made a demonstration before is displayed in a particularly flutter
velthe American consulate and presented Ing model of brilliant steel-blu- e
a petition for the release of Magon.
vet with an ornament of sliver,

Tanlac Put Him
Back on Job.
Says Davis

LONG RIBBON STREAMERS

ity.

Pianos

NEW MEXICO

FARM
LIVE STOCK

CO.

Mfp. and repairing. All orders promptly
attended to. Eat. 1879. 16th & Champa.
tXKANKK!) AND DYfCIIS.

RESERVE,

CHIC JACKET WITHOUT

SLEEVES

De Kalb County (III.) Farmer Is of
Opinion That Grade Stuff
Is Superior.

practically nothing new in the way of
The
feeder steer, so often
fashions. There nre unusual vurlatloos cited us prime
the best
machine,
of old themes. This designer uses em
Is sometimes a less profitable animal,
oroiueries, nuDons anu laces even more according to n De Kalb county (III.)
profusely than she has in the past.
cattle feeder, thnn the steer of poorer
quality. This man has had experience
BERTHA HAS SQUARE CORNERS wlih both kinds nnil regularly feeds
eijjit to ten carloads a year.
Decoration Hangs In Ripples Over the
The prime steer undoubtedly will
produce a somewhat better killer thnn
Shoulders; Round Collar Is
the poorer quality animal, but It is his
Popular Article.
belief that the difference In price Is
ess on the finished nniimirS than it is
A bertha which Is being featured has
square corners, which hang In rip- on tlie feeders. The kind of steers he
This Is a now buys it lias been possible to purples over the shoulders.
plensant change from the round va- chase ns feeders at about 1 cent less
riety so prevalent recently. An at- thnn the price of the best ones. When
tractive model combines both types. finished and put on the market these
It is round across the back and to the steers ordinarily have sold about half
cent lower than steers of the other
shoulder line where It runs into a
square bib effect and hangs down ovei quality. He figures tlint his cost of
the front of the frock.
gain Is about the snine asthat of the
me rounu couur artaeiiea to a others. Thus there, is an advantage
f
cent a pound In feeding
straight front vest Is the most popular of
stuff Instead of the
article. Another good number Is the this second-gradround collar and cuff set in eyelet very bent.
work. It Is said that the long square
Time to Wean Pigs.
collar is vying in popularity with the
rounded type.
Pigs should not be weaned until
they are at least eight weeks old, and
If the sow Is not to have a second litNew Shades of Green.
There are half a dozen new shades ter, or if there Is time enough in case
of green offered In silk crepe and chif- she Is, It Is better to let the pigs
fon velvet frocks, known variously as suckle until they are from ten to
twelve weeks old.
bronze, reseda, scarabee,
and hnrlcot vert.
g

.
cisco, Calif.
"I had a bad case of ptomaine poisoning and it came pretty near laying
me out altogether. For three months
I was In an awful condition and suf-

fering constantly from dlnrrhea. I
weak nil over nnd was going
from bad to worse. I tried evervthinir
I knew of, but it wus
beginning to look
HKe nothing would ever reach my case.
.
.
itmi
meu, h inenu or mine recom
mended Tanlac to me. And It's a fact,
four bottle have made a clean sweep
of my troubles and built me up to
where I feel like a new. man. I am
working every day now and when It
comes to recommending Tanlac I can't
'
put it too strong."
Tnnlnc Is sold by all good druggists.
Advertisement.

...

In

pay.

Very smart are little boys' (oncosts
In shades of gray and taupe with collars of squirrel and beaver.

"BAYER" when you buy.

Boss

No.

3 loft It to Smith,

who

watched the clock carefully In the
morning nnd Ignored it at night, so lie

Cuticura for Sore Hands.
Sonk hands on retiring In the hot suds
of Cutlcurn Soap, dry and rub in Cuticura Ointment.
Remove' surplus
Ointment with tissue paper. This Is
only one of the things Cuticura will do
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used
SALLIE'S

WAS

ADVICE

Rheumatism

Neuritis

Lumbago

Neuralgia

Pain, Pain

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver

ITTLE

IVEH

yarC

Makes Old Waists Like New

Dog Was Due for Rude
Awakening If He Went Too Far
With That Cat.

Putnam Fadeless Dyes
"JUST JOFFRE"
Evidently Great

ALL

THAT'S
French

A Girl's

nre

with

their

money."
"Hey, girlie?"

"Never throw In nny for good mens-urand never hnnd out samples."

HI
ilpi

POISONED

GLUE

FOR BIBLES

Protection

Necessary for

Not only must Bibles be attractively
bound und well printed, but some of
them must be perfumed, peppered und
poisoned as well. Bibles going to the
Gilbert Islands contain In the binding
glue und the paste which fasten the
cover a mixture of oil of cloves, cayenne pepper nnd corrosive sublimate.
This is to ward off a certain worm,
peculiar to these islands, which destroys the bindings of books. Twelve
hundred such Bibles have been sent
recently by the United States Bible society on their 15,000-mil- e
journey to
Ocean Island by way of Sydney, AusHiram Bingham, the
tralia. Itev,
famous missionary translator, gave his
life to the preparation of the Bible la

t.

the Ollbertese language.

Somewhat Novel Request.
Joe, aged three, accompanied by his

mother, recently spent a night with
one of his aunts. At bedtime, auntie
and uncle on me in to hear how Joe
was progressing with his prayers.
Mother was proud of his pious efforts
and glud to exhibit him, but much to
her emburmssment, instead of asking
for "our dally bread," he said, "(live
us this day our dully papers."

'Twill Sweep' Once More.
Invents Furnace Control.
"The long skirl seems to be coming
A French Inventor's governor to resj- Into favor again."
ulute the temperature of electric fm
'Yes ; and soon It will be sweeping naces depends on the
expansion of
the entire country." London Answers. mercury by hent for Its action.

!Do you hear
the clock strike
the night hours ?

you have heard people say, "I can't drink coffee;
HOW often me
awake nights I" They've learned from
ex-

.

perience;

have you?

If you are a coffee drinker and fail to get sound restful
sleep,
it means that your nerves are
and that health
needs protection from coffee's drug, caffeine.
There's no sacrifice in making health safe, as so many thousands
have found who have turned from coffee to Postum. It has a
delightful coffee-lik- e
flavor, and is free from any element that
can harm you. As many cups as you like, and no
regrets.
Postum

L

m

The two forma of

Poatum are equally delicious; and the cost is
only about Vic per cup.

you wish

Books Intended for Circulation in
the Gilbert Islands.

Views.

stingy

or tints as

dyes

Soldier Is Particular

Also Gifted With a Certain
Sense of Humor.

Lord Curzon, the British foreign
secretary, arriving in Paris, found the
passenger elevator at the Qunl d'Orsuy
station out of order und cheerfully
adopted the suggestion of the station
muster that he might use the freight
elevator. Just as the elevator boy
was slumming the gates shut, there
came rushing toward the lift a thickset, elderly man,; breathing heavily.
He made as if to enter the elevator,
but the attendants waved him off.
"I am just as heavy and as old as
your lone passenger," the man declared, "why should you refuse to take
me up?"
"Because this Is Lord Curzon," responded the railroad man impres
sively.
"Oh, well, that's all right," replied
the stranger, making for the stairs,
Institute of Economics.
"I'm only JolTre."
To undertake economic
research
He was given a lift.
and to present results In untechnical
form In pamphlets, monographs and
No Time for a Standstill,
special reports, the Institute of Eco
"Do you believe In the theory of evonomics I;ns been founded by the Carnegie corporation nt Washington. It lution?"
"Yes." replied I'nrmer Corntossel.
Is directed by Dr. Harold 0. Moulton,
formerly professor of political econ- "And when I see the way some of us
huinnns Is actln' up all I hope Is that
omy nt the. University of Chicago.
we continue to improve."
"Banks

mis

then fair 9 rT 3 irtr a few niahtQ nftir Thew reatnro
the organs to their proper functions and Headache
and the causes of it pass away.
THEY REGULATE THE BOWELS and
PREVENT CONSTIPATION
Small PiU; Sm.U Do; Small Price
iZ

m

CARTER

Pekinese

As a present to their first baby Maj.
Vaughn and Mrs. Vaughn,
who moved to New York from Spar
tanburg, S. C, were given a fancy- bred Pekinese dog. They moved out
to the country for the summer, nnd
sent for Sullie, the old negro cook, to
come up and look nfter the baby and
Ming Toy, the dog.
Ming Toy had never seen a cat he- fore. So, when a big tomcat came to
the back porch Ming Toy, in the
strongest bark ho ' knew, promptly
bayed the cat, showing great bravery
for such a foolish-lookindog. Sullie
looked out the back door.
"Ming Toy," she advised, "leiiime
tell you sump'n.
You'd belter null
yore projerkin' wld dat tomcat.
Fust
thing you know, 'nt cat's gwine to git
mad and 'nt ain't gwine to he no place
for no dog lalk you. Kf'n 'at ole cnt
gits started he's gwine turn you ever'
way but loose !" Saturday Evening
1'ost.

Toothache

HEADACHE

JH

GOOD

Henry

Headache

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Aspirin Is tas Mas mark ef Barer Uunfaotare ef Monoacetteacldeater ef lallerlleulS

Dlsputeh.

Advertisement.

Colds

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

became a "slave."
Finally Smith chucked the clock out
In the alley nnd wiis elected
president
of the company. Itlchmond Times- -

for all toilet purposes.

Insist!

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you are
not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by
physicians over 23 years and proved safe by millions for

,

e

Keep Lambs Growing.
The lambs must be kept growing,
and the breeding stock must be thrifty.
Ewes lu poor condition in the breeding season will usually bring single
lambs and have a small milk flow.

SAY

The Clock.
Boss Xo. 1 told Smith never to watch
the clock. So Smith came In half an
hour late nnd wus fired.
Boss Xo. 2 told Smith that he must
watch the clock, so Smith quit promptly at quitting time and lost an Increase

one-hal-

Boys' Topcoats.

ItSfjhj,,

'Tve never been much of a hand at
praising medicines, but I can certainly
sny something good for Tunlnc," said
Geo. Davis, 110 Naglee St., San Fran-

Your grocer has Postum in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
prepared instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages) for those who prefer to make the drink
while the meal Is being prepared; made by boiling fully 20 minutes,

PoStlim

FOR HEALTH

"There's a Reason"
Made by Postum Cereal

Co., Inc.,

Battle Creek, Mictv

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

;

Department of the Inerlor, U. S. Land
office at Laa Cruces, New
Mexico,
October S, 1922.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Ygnaclo Aragon, of Magdalena, New
Mexico, who on September 26th, 1922,
made additional Homestead entry No.
023929, for SH Section 15, E
NEK
Section 22; SM NWS, Section 23,
township 2 S, range 14 W. N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Justinlano Baca, U. S.
Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Mexico, on the 23rd day of November,

YOUR

PROTECTION

1922.

Callmant names as witnesses:
Manual Zaraora, of Mangas, New
Mexico; Llbor Baldonaldo, of Mangas,
New Meico; Jose Y. Sanchez, of Datll,
New Mexico and J F. Romero of Mag
dalena, New Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
'
Register.

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

'

a savings account at this bank.

Put

Money that's idle means money wasted.

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We

watch both the pricipal and interest for you and
lieve

you

re-

of all the banking worries.

the Interior, U. S.Land
Department
office at Las Cruces, New
Mexico,
of

October 3, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Mary E.
Christensen, of Caddo, Texas, who on
August 8, 1912, made Desert Land
Section
entry No. 07267, for Stf SW
4; NWK; Ntf SW, Section 9, township 5 S. Range 12 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
make final proof, relief having been
granted under the act of March 4,
1915, to establish claim to the land
above
described, before Justinlano

Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 24th day of
November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Josephine Jensen, of Magdalena,
New Mexico; Frank Landavazo, of
Datll, New Mexico; Boney Landavazo,
S. C.
of Magdalena, New Mexico;
ChristenBen, of Magdalena, New Mexico.

Nemecla Ascarate,
Register.

HONESTY

SAFETY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

COURTESY-SERVIC- E

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

NWK

SVi

NW; SW,
13 W.(
2 S.

Township
range
Meridian, has filed notice of

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

The Reserve Garage
Oxy-Acetyle-

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others

JOB GUARANTEEP

EVERY

"

Phone No. 3.

A. G. HILL, Manager

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes
New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
.1
Endicott-Johnso- n

shoes

Silk and wool hose

Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

Creamery butter f
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellona

'

j

and
Other perishable

goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

Two Texas Communities Are Rid of

A

WIDE

Two communities In the Southwest
ern Division infected with malaria
have been rid of this pest In tha
Scarcely a house remains last two years by the work of tha
American Red
according to
standing in the Vallendar statements made Cross,
by citizens of these,
as
the
Chile
northern
in
communities. One of these sections
valley
result of earthquakes and ma- is around Calvert and Hearne, Tex.
the Robertson County Chaptei
rine disturbances of last week. where
of the American Bed Cross and tha
The full extent of the disaster local health authorities worked
to rid the district of the
which centered upon the prog
mosquito.
of
and
vinces
Atacama
According to the official report of
became more fully the work done in this district, the Ini
known today with the reopen- tial step in the campaign was the
draining of all pools, ponds and depres-- i
ing of telegraphic communi- slong retaining stagnant
water. This
cations with north Chile.
was done the first year. It required
the opening of original ditches and
1500 Known To Be Dead
other
feats. Water
In these two provinces the impossible to drain was treated with
crude oil at Intervals during the sumvictims number 1500, so far mer of 1921 and bodies of water so
known, but it will be sub- located asor to be too expensive for
draining
oiling were stocked with
when Gambusla
stantially increased
Minnows, a local product:
communications are resumed found In prolific quantities in that
with many small villages in section, which Is a deadly enemy of
the mosquito larvae.
the interior whose fate re
Inspectors were employed and peri
mains unknown.
odically visits were made In a houses
These Inspectors
Inspection.
Dispatches today from La
to rain water, acSerena told of serious damage looked particularly
cumulations In open cans and other
which tihe 'earthquake inflic vessels, gutters, etc., and an oiler ac-ted upon the Topo mines, ow corapnnled the Inspectors, oiling all
these waters. Particular attention
ing to the looting by bandits. wag paid to old wells, cisterns and vats
Martial law has been de of various kinds. The results have
been most gratifying, It Is reported,
clared atVallenar and in
and the mosqultos are almost com
"
pletely eradicated from the locality.
A similar campaign In Cherokee
State Of Siege Proclaimed
Coupty, Tex., had a similar result
The removal of debris in During the early fall of 1921 a mala
the afflicted redons has been rial survey of the county was made by
Red Cross Chapter, A
started with the help of sold the American
was compiled and charts made
report
ot
the
iers. Eiehtv,
percent
showing the exact percentage of
buildings are down and the malarial Infection In each school disothers are srreatly damaged. trict. These findings were taken as a
The state of siege is being basis for the work, which baa been ex
maintained.
tensive since Its beginning. Two sanl
Manv small inland villages tary engineers, a physician and two
near Copiapo were destroyed. public health nurses are in charge of
San Fernando is in rums. the work of malaria control, under the
direction of J. A. LePrince of
Twentv-thre- e
persons were general
U. S. Public Health Service and
the
killed there. At Tierra Amar- Bureau of Child Hygiene of the Texas
illa four persons are dead and State Board of Health and the Chero- -'
half the town is in ruins. At kee Chapter of the American Red
hand-to-ha-

malaria-spreadin-

bo

Antonio seven are dead
and the town is in a wreck.
Casualties so far reported
from
Copiapo number the
dead at 60 and the injured at

28,

Entered as

second-clas-

s

MANAGER.

EDITOR AND GENERAL

e
matter at the
under set of Congrss of March

at

post-offic-

AREA

New Mexico,

Reserve,

2, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

...

..

One Year In Advance

and
MAGDALENA

$2.00

will visit there for some time.

of Albuquerque, is

T. F. Godding,

here this week.
C. H. Rheinhart was in town from
W. R. Perdue, of Datll, ia spending
his ranch Monday.
a few days In town.
V-- t
'

Mrs. Walter Dobson Is on the sick
list this week.

J. S. Mactavlsh and son Ian spent
Sunday in Socorro.
Adolfo Torres and son Juan were
Socorro on Sunday.

V. Delameter, of Datll, is here and
registered at the Aragon Hotel.

Ed Farr is here from Albuquerque
on business this week.

In

C. W. Dahl, of Datll, is spending a
few days in town this week.

District Attorney and Mrs. Fred
Nicholas and son Jack were Socorro
Little Miss Juanita Dean is ill with
visitors on Sunday.
typhoid fever.
Hunter D. Long is in town this week
Dr. Parvis, of Socorro, was a
fessional visitor here, Tuesday.
from the Puerticlto country.
Malcom Major is here from
Puertecito country this week.

the

pro-

Nathan Hall was here from Water
Canyon on Wednesday.

Mr and Mrs. W. S. Fullerton spent
Dewey Dismukes was in town f9jm,
his ranch west of town, on Wednesseveral days in town the past week.
day.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Egdar Hardin
on Monday morning a fine baby girl.
Clarence Stuppl and Miss. Florence
Dismukes motored to Socorro on
Jose M. Sanchez, of Burley, is a
business visitor here this week.
Tom Payne is here from Puerticlto
' Mr.
Landers, of Augustine, was in this week 'ooking after business Interests.
town on business Wednesday.
Bun-da-

Born to Mr .and Mrs, George Ooze
on. Monday morning, a fine baby boy.
'

Mrs. Geo. Mitchell, of Albuquerque,

Is here this week visiting friends.
Ben Gooch Is here from Albuquer
que this week.

Betty and Eloise Canoll are on the
sick list this week.
F. L. Wardlaw, of Santa Fe,

is

here

on business this week.

y.

Mrs. Lawrence Medley and children
days In town this

are spending a few

week.
R. W. Swingle, trapper from near
Datll, Is spending several days here
'
here.
Hart, of El Paso,

Mrs. Horace

here this week visiting

Mrs. Milo

is
e.

Miss. Mae Campbell Is visiting Mr.
Mrs. Frank Brown at Quemado
week.

and
this

Claude Graham, of Qucmado, spent
Be sure to see our complete line of
several days here the past week.
Christmas greeting cards. Getyour
order in early.
The campaign Is too new as yet to
Louis Conrad was here from Que- report complete success, but gratify-- 1
L. G. Moore of Alpine Texas, who is
lne results have been obtained and tha mado the past week.
here on business, spent a portion of
malarial Infection In that district Is1
S. R. Stiles Is here this week from the week in Socorro.
very much decreased over the con
dltlons of the year previous.
his ranch west of Datll.
Mrs. F. D. Shelton spent several
Mrs. Hugh Fraser accompanied her days in Socorro on business last week,
son Hugh to Reserve the past week returning home Friday.
APPRECIATION BY
Cross.

T

intensity. The
great
N. M. P. shocks opened deep fissures
Intention
in the hills and caused frightto esSec.

.

Malaria After Year's Work.

with

Probate Attorney Commends Red Cross,
three year proof
For worK Among the
tablish claim to the land above des- ful noises.
Indians.
cribed, before Jutsinlano Baca, U. S.
Latest reports from the
at Magdalena, N. M. town of Vallenar place the
Commissioner,
on the 26th day of November, 1922.
Wllllnm Sinims. TT. 8. Prohnte Attor
number of killed and injured
Claimant names as witnesses:
It is believed ney, in charge of the Indian District of
F. C. Mathers. L. B. Moore, N. A. there at 1300.
Blggers and John A. Lawrence, all of that the total killed and in- Oklahoma, has sent the following letter
to the Southwestern Division, Ameri-- j
Greens Gap, New Mexico.
jured in the Vallenar valley can
Red Cross:
Nemecla Ascarate,
will reach 1500.
"The activities of the Craig County
Register.
Chapter, extending Into Delaware
No.1
A
List
County, Okla., have been of great val-- j
RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
RECALLS W. H. BROPHY
ue. Mrs. Myra T. Earhart, executive!
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST
of the Craig County Chapter,!
secretary
SOUTHWEST
TO
CAME
Notice is hereby given that the
more good for the Indian
accomplished
lands described below, embracing
IN 1885 A POOR BOY soldiers in the one day when she ex- 635.84 acres, within the Datll National
tended her work Into the adjoining
Forest, New Mexico, will be Bubject to
county than has probably been done
settlement and entry under the prosince the war.
visions of the homestead always of the
H. Brophy,
Arizona
William
"Mrs. Earhart and Mrs. Myrtle Orles-haUnited States and the act of June 11,
1906 (34 Stat, 233), at the
capitalist, who
United pioneer and
the public health nurse of the
States land office at Las Cruces, New was swept to his death in the Craig County Chapter, spent an entire
Mexico, on March 20, 1923,
by any Gulf of California in a storm day In Delaware County at my request
qualified person except that for a this week, came to New Mex- and, believe me, those ladies had no
period of 90 daya prior to said date,
ico a poor boy in 1885 from time for recreation.
the land will be subject to a prefer
VIndlan children were brought In to
ence right of
men of the Denver to work for a mining
war with Germany. Such
at Morenci, accord- be Inspected, weighed and measured;
company
men, in order to avail themselves of
and preparing the claims of disabled!
S. Lindauer,
pioneer Indian
their preference rights, must file their ing to
soldiers
was accomplished.
Mexico
New
andon
Deming
or
after
November
applications
These two women rendered such good,
29, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923.
merchant.
service In this work that I am hoping
All such applications filed on or after
Mr. Lindauer was then in that some day they will be able to get
November 29, 192 2, but prior to De- the
mercantile business at back to that county and furnish further
cember 20, 1922 wili be treated as
simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on Morenci and he says "Old help.
December 20, 1922. All Buch appli Man" Church, original owner
cations filed on or after December of the Morenci copper mines,
GET8
20, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923, who
to
sold
out
PEN8ION AND INSURANCE
the
present
which
will be treated in the order in
company,
Copper
filed.
Applications may be filed by Detroit
Through more than two years of un
the general public within 20 days brought Brophy to New Mex
20,
and ico and that Brophy worked Winding of official red tape and otheri
1923,
prior to March
as
simultanewill
be
treated
as a clerk and bookkeeper for efforts the Red Cross of Waco, Tex.J
has obtained compensation for perously filed at 9 a. m. on March 20,
1923. SH Lot 1, Lot 2, NWH Lot2, Church.
manent total disability and governHis connection with the ment Insurance for a veteran of the,
EH Lot 8, WH NEK SW. NH SE
SWtt Phelps-Dodg- e
SWK, W
SEK SE
concern began World War. This soldier was wounded
SW, Sec.
21, T. 3 S., R. 21 W., N. when
Detroit
SE,
the.
company In a peculiar way. A piece of shrapnel
M. P. M., containing 168.36 acres. Lot
the Morenci property which tore away the muscles of his
3, 4, Stt NEK
SWii, SE4 SW, bought
Sec. 16 Ntt Lot 1, Sec. 21, T. 8 S R, and he was soon transferred back and Injured his vertebrae also ex21 W., N. M. P. M., containing 167.48
to Bisbee,
where he grew ploded his cartridge belt, thus Inflicting
an additional Injury which required:
NW!4 rich.
acres. 8H NE14 NEtf, NW
NEK, BV4 NWK NEK, SH NEK. EV4
operations and more than a yearj
the
At
that
time
Brophy many
NEK NWK, EV4 WW NEK NWK
In the hospital, most of the time lying'
Sec. 16, T. 8 S., R. 21 W., N. was
struggling as a clerk in on his fuce.
M. P. M
Edward Doheny, The operations were not successful
containing 160.00 acres. Morenci,
SWK NWK, SWK SEK NWK, NV4 California oil millionaire, and the shock and other contributing
cauBesj
NWK SWK, SEK NWK SWK NE4 his
heart trouble, all of which have,
partner. Canfield, were causedhim
SWK, NEK SEK SWK, SWK NWV4
a permanent Invalid.
along trying to made
SEK. NH SWK SEK Sec. 16, T. 8 S., struggling
error in his record, this
R. 21 W., N. M. P. M., containing make a living
at Kingston, N. Through anbeen
allotted only $27 a
soldier has
160.00 acres. The total area of the
M., then famous as a mining month and It
required more than two
tracts is 636.84 acres. Listed without
to
Mr.
years to correct the error and obtalnj
applicant. The above lands comprise camp, according
four separate tracts and should be
for the man the compensation which,
restored to entry as Individual units
Canfield ran a livery stable was his due, as well as to obtain for
and entry allowed only as such. List at
either Lake Valley or him and his aged mother the Insurance
September 23, 1922, (Signed)
a"nd Doheny was a which also was coming to him.
Kingston,
Geo. R. Wlckham, Assistant Commisthe Advocate.
Subscribe
prospector.
sioner of the General Land Office.
to make final

General Repairing,

OAK E DEVASTATES

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
October 5, 1922.
110.
Notice is hereby given that Leigh
R. Mathers, of Greens Gap, New Mex
Town Suffers Much
20,
ico, who on March
1918, made
from
homestead entry No. 017715, for the
Travelers
arriving
SE
Section 28, T. 2 S., R. 13 W., Chanarcillo, a mining town in
and on April 11, 1921, made Additional
homestead entry No. 017716, forWVi the province of Atacama, say
the earthquake was felt there
WH Sec. 27,NE
NE4 NE NW

;

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE

IN

J. E. RHEIN

Department of the Interior, TJ. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
October 8, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Francis
co Landavazo, of Datll, Horse Springs
New Mexico, who on September 14,
1922, made additional homestead entry
No 023035 for township 4 S., Range
IS W, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final three
to
to the
claim
establish
year proof,
alnd above described, before Justinlano Baca, U. S.
at
Commissioner,
Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 22nd
day of November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. E. Sanchez,
Francisco A. San
chez, Laureano A. Sanchez, Susan A.
Sanchez, all of Datll, New Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
Register.
San
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

GROSS JOINS

RED

BANDITS LOOT AS

for'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MAGDALENA,

5 PER

NEW MEXICO

CENT PAID

ON TIME DEPOSITS
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

-

COMPANY

-:-

-

The Cash Store
GROCERIES, DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,
HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
MAGDALENA,

NEW MEXICO

